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240 Glandon Drive
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
December 28, 1971

Dear Mrs. Lippner:

You recall, as my personal secretary and executive assistant, you
typed the Summary Statement, which you placed in the hands of
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, U Thant,
just before my heart failure occurred. You also recall that you
typed the Supplementary Statement containing the thirteen Annexes
before I left for the hospital in Chapel Rill. However, inadvertently,
this Supplementary Statement with the thirteen Annexes was not
included with the Summary Statement at the time you personally
handed the Summary Statement to the Secretary-General, U Thant,

I am, therefore, now sending to you the enclosed Supplementary f-ial-nient
for personal transmission to the hand of the Secretary-General, U Thant.
I am asking you to put this Supplementary Statement in his hands so as
to join the original Summary statement already in his care.

Since you typed both of these documents several years ago before I
left New York, you would understand that both statements vere niace
by me for joint submission. You may show this letter to Secretary-
General U Thant, as he, along with the late Dr. Ralph Bunche, would
understand the situation*

Thanking you for promptly attending to this before Secretary-General
U Thant retires from office and with warm good wishes to him and to you,
I am

Sincerely and gratefully yours,

Frank P. Graham

Mrs. Daisy Lippner
526 Chinango Street
Binghamton, New York 13901



Frank P. Graham
240 Glandon Drive
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Mrs. Daisy Lippner
% Mr. George Lansky

field Services1st Floor
The United Nations
New York, New York 10017



51 Seeember 1971

Dear Mrs.

I thaok you for having forwarded to me ST. Graham's
letter of 28 December, enclosing the supplementary statement
annexed to Sr» Graham's original report*

In the last few days of oy tenure as Secretary-General>
I have been sorting out toy confidential papers and it seems
that Dr. Graham's original report waa entrusted by me to
Dr. Ralph Buache> who, aa you know, passed away last week.
It is now extremely difficult for me to trace it among his
papers and, I feel that for historical purposê  X would like
to keep % copy of Sr. Graham's original report if one is
still available. I would be wost grateful if you coiald
kindly let me toaow at your earliest convenience if it can
still be made available to me* If it is so, please send
it to J4re» Batella Mlra, Office of the Seeretary-Cteiieral.,
Boom 3800, United Nations,, Hew York, Hew York 10017, marked
personal and confidential-

Kindly convey ray wannest good wishes to 33r. Graham,

you and wishing you a very Hajspy New Year,

Sincerely,

If

Daisy Idppner
ChinsogQ Street

Hew Sbrk 15901



A SUPPUIMpyART STATTOCTT OK THE KAStflgR OUSPlfTE
BY THE m Î PKSSTatTATrTO. FRAME P. C^AHAM. WITH

THIETKFM aBBEES APPftMEPD

Of the »any presentations to the Security Council by ?tny different representa-

tives, one presentation of the MM by one representative of one of the countries

involved, some years ago, in successive sessions, required approximately seven hours.

Another presentation of the cage by a representative of the other country, on another

occasion» several years ago, in eeveral successive neatlafe, required approximately

seventeen hours. A suR»ary of such a long-standing dispute, with its interrelation

of oountless vital details, does not lend itself to easy generalisations or brief

statements. An authentic generalization must be saturated with the substance of a

inaes of essential facts. A consideration in depth of the historic rootage of the case

would have a background of centuries. This supplementary statement, it oust be

e&phasized, will be limited to the United Nations proceedings growing out of the two

UNCIP resolutions of 13 A ugust 1946 and $ January 1949, wtfch were established by the

Security Council as my reference frane.

The importance of the Kashmir dispute deserves, on the part of all concerned,

the care and the ntuch time which care requires for its thoughtful consideration.

tealiaing that making a summary of the nediatory efforts of the Security Council and

ita several suocesslve representatives would take more houre than the years of the

Kashmir dispute, I have included 13 anne»s as part of the miniatm required context

for understanding this supplementary report. The twelve separate reports by the

several UN nedlators and the debates as recorded in the Security Council Official

Records, it mist also be emphasised, are a conprehensive story and should be reviewed

in their entirety for refreshing neaories. This report to the Security Councn,

and this aupplenentary statement with these 13 annexes win not be a complete

suBmary, but will, so to apeak, be pega around which to recall and assemble the

results of the nediating efforts of ny predecessors and myself.
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The responsibilities and duties of a mediator require of course* (1) knowledge

of the development and the Holts of hie reference fra&ef (2) the disposition for

careful listening and reading and the respectful and balanced hearing of the positions

respectively maintained by the two parties; (3) the stomach for drudgery, the patience

for details and respect for facts) (4) the efforts toward focusing, narrowing and

precision of differences} (5) suggestions of the baais for the negotiation and

reconciliation of the remaining differences; and (6) the summation of the results

of negotiations.

In the supplementary statement I am now Baking, I shall focus on the essence of

the responses of India and Pakistan to the different exploratory proposals of the

several successive United Nations mediators. Only by such an unfolding of these

responses, stage by stage, can the case be viewed as a whole. Begirding the 13

annexes, I shall not auiunarize them in this statement but only indicate what the

annexes contain, as a basis for collateral reading.

Tills statement, which is supplejuent&ry to nsyr report to the Council, is composed

of 7 main parts and 13 annexes. The jaain divisions are as follows: Fart I: the

results of the mediatory efforts and negotiations of my predecessors, (a) the UN

CoBBBiasion, (b) General A. G. L. HcKaughton, and (c) Sir Owen Dison; Part II: the

several attempts of the present UN Hapresentativsj fort III: the eusa&it conference

of the two Prime Miniatersj Part IV: the report of Ambassador Gunnar Jarring of

Sweden; fert V: the five supplementary recomaemdations in the sixth report of the

present Uli Representative} Rart VI) the proposal in the Security Council for direct

negotiations; and Bart VII; the wise use of tine.

In the explanation of the substance of the several different but related main

parts which nake up this supplementary report, there will necessarily be an occasional

repetition of substance required as pertinent to the e:cplariatlon of that part then

under consideration.
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I pray generous Indulgence for the required painstaking attention to the sub-

stance and essential details for the understanding of the dispute as it has been

unfolded in the five successive but unsuccessful mediatory efforts, including my

own as one of the five, on behalf of the Security Council.

PART I

THE RESULTS OF THE MEDIATORY ;JIFEQKEAND
NEGOTIATIONS OF MY PREDECESSORS

Annex 1 includes the following:

A. The summary by the UNCIP of the then main positions of India and
Pakistan]

B. The achievements of the UN Commission j

C. Letters and Aides-Memoire regarding India's acceptance of the
respective resolutions at different timesj

D. Document containing acceptance by Pakistan;

E. The compromise proposals of the UNCIP for the breaking of the deadlock
over (l) the Azad Kashmir forces, (2) the related withdrawal of all
the Pakistan forces and the withdrawal and reduction of Indian forces
to the number required for assisting in the maintenance of law and
order, and (3) the Northern Areas;

F. The comments of the UN Commission regarding withdrawal and
reduction of forces as proposed in their compromise proposals;

G. The question of the Northern Areas)

H. The proposal regarding arbitration;

I. Concluding recommendation of the UNCIP to the Security Council;

J . The summary majority report and the dissent by Mr. Oldrich Chyle,
the representative of Czechoslovakia who succeeded Dr. Joseph KorbdL

2 includes the substance of the report (which should be read in its entirety)

of General A. G. L. McNaughton, a former President of the Security Council, as a single

mediator, as suggested by the UNCIP, who, as also suggested, treated the problem of

demilitarization as a whole. He made proposals (l) for "the withdrawal from the

State of Jammu and Kashmir of the regular forces of Pakistan; and the withdrawal of



the regular forces of India not required for purposes of security or for the main-

tenance of local law and order on the Indian aide of the cease-fire line; also for

reduction, by disbanding and disarming, of local forces* including, on the one side,

the anaed force* and sdlitia of the State of Kashmir, and on the other, 'the Azad

force* IB; and (2) that "the 'Northern Area' ahould also be included in the above

prograrasia of demilitarization, and its administration should, subject to United

Hat ions supervision, be continued by the existing local authorities."

Pakistan at first took the position that the &eNatt#itton proposals needed so&e

clarification but eventually indicated acceptance of the proposals as made by

General HeHaughton. (Security Council Official Records 465th meeting, page 31}

In the debate in the Security Council on the &cMaughton proposals, Sir Donegal

I»au, the distinguished Representative of India, called the attention of the Council

again both to(l) the raids into Kashmir, which had been tmde by the northwest Tribes-

Ejent and Pakistani nationals with the eacotumRWsent and aid fross within Pakistan; and,

(2) the later invasion of Kashmir, which had been rsade by units of the fWcistan A nay.

Ha called attention also to the assurances, uhieh he recalled ae given to India by

the UK Oomdsaion, on the basis of which India accepted the UKCIP rose lot ion of

13 August 1948.

J asaiaariaes the efforts of Sir Owen DJboon, the forcier UB Representative

for India and Pakistan, and includes essential details and none observations made

by ni&. Sir Owen's report should be read in its entirety, including his views and

observations both regarding violations of international lav by the incursion of the

Horthweet TribessaBHQ and by the ssoveaeftt of Pakistan isdlitary forces into Kashmir,

and also including his remarks regarding the reê drexasnta of a free plebiscite as

rtot acceptable to Ir.dia.
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Sir Owen nade several successive proposals for their consideration, (a) for

demilitarisation of the State as a whole; (b) for a coalition or neutral administra-

tion and for a coalition or neutral ana»d fore* in the State during the plebiscite;

(o) for a plebiscite by areas aid allocation of areas according to the results of

the votes} (d) a plebiscite only in certain areas and an allocation of other areas

to be agreed upon without a plebiscite} and (e) a sivple outright partition.

Upon failure of agreement on all of the above proposals, Sir Owen then proposed

a conference of the two Prime Ministers to consider, under conditions specified by

him as necessary for the freedom of the plebiscite, a plebiscite to be held only

in the Valley of Kashmir and its immediate environs, and an appropriate partition

of the remainder of the State. Pakistan accepted the proposal for a conference

under the conditions specified by Sir Owen. India rejected the proposals for a

conference under the conditions so specified because the proposals, jyHftey alia,

in India's view, condoned and rewarded aggression by SfekLstan against India; would

endanger the security of the State} and would supplant the Government of Jairau and

Kashmir by a neutral administration in the State in violation of the provisions of

the two UNCIP resolutions as accepted by both India and Pakistan.

MET II

SEVTSBAL ATTEMPTS OP THE PKESEHT UN KEKiESEBIATIiTl

Annex 4 deals with the reference frame of the present UK Eepreeentative.

Annex S contains the original 12 proposals of the present ISA Representative.

The first, second, third and fourth reports of the UK Representative (3/2375,

S/24A3, 3/2611 and 5/2783), dealing with the 13 proposals, should be read in their

entirety.
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Revision of the Crucial Proposal Etaatoer Sevaa

In their responses to the 12 inter-dependent proposals of the present US Repre-

sentative, Pakistan, on an exploratory basis, tentatively accepted 10 of the 12

proposals. India, on an exploratory basis, tentatively accepted k of the 12

proposals. Later, la the course of further discussions, India, oa an exploratory

basis, tentatively accepted four more. la the 572nd seetiag of the Security

Council, the distinguished Representative of the Government of India said, and I

quote (S/PV 572, para, 22):

"22. I shall now deal with the three questions emerging trout
Mr. Graham's secondreport, to vhlch different speakers have
referred and which I have quoted fron the speech of the
representative of the United nations. "Ba» first and third of
these, namely a definite period for demilitarization and the
date for the foraal induction into office of the Plebiscite
Administrator, could, I think, be settled without difficulty
provided that agreement were reached on the scope of danilitariza-
tion and the quantum of forces that would remain at the end of the
period of demilitarisation, and that the programme agreed upon for
this purpose were satisfactorily implemented.1'

Jince proposal 7 dealt with the question of the number and character of forces

which would reoain on each side of the cease-fire line upon the completion of a

program of demilitarization, the TIH Bepreeeatatlve proposed several revisions of

proposal 7 in the hope of finding the basis for a negotiated agreement on this

crucial issue.

Other proposals of the 12 were revised several tira&s as indicated in ray

second, third, fourth and fifth reports. On the crucial issue of the number arid

ciiaracter of forces, which would remain on each side of the cease-fire line at the

end of the progrwa of demilitarization, the UN Representative, in seeking a basis

tor a negotiated agreotnent, made a series of proposals set forth in his several

repurta.

In the first report (3/̂ 57̂ ) in paragraph 58, proposal 7 reads as follows
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"7. Agree that the demilitarization shall be carried out in
such a way that at the end of the period referred to in paragraph
6 above the situation will be:

"(a) On the Pakistan aide of the cease-fire line:

"(i) The tribesmen and. Pakistan nationals not normally
resident therein tdu> had entered the State for the
purpose of fighting will have been withdrawn;

"(ii) The Pakistan troops vill hare been withdrawn from
the State; and

"(ill) Large-scale diabandaent and disanaaaent of the
Axad Kashmir forces vill have tafcea place

On the Indian side of the cease-fire line:

"(i) The bulk of the Indian forces in the State will have
been withdrawn}

further withdrawal or redaction, as the caae aay be,
of the Indian and State armed forces remaining in the
iatate after the completion of the operation referred to in
sub-paragraph (b) (i) above vill have been carried out,

"so that at the end of the period referred to in paragraph
6 above there will remain on the present Pakistan side of
the cease-fire line a force of * . . civil arssed forces,
and on th« Indian side of the cease-fire line a force
of . . , j ̂it was requested in the eoaraunicatyLan that the
blank spaces be filled in by each Government̂ '"

Mo agresMaent was reached either on the provisions of proposal 7 as e. whole or

on the nuober and character of forces which vuald remain on each side of the

cease-fire line upon the completion of the program of demilitarization.

In hie second report the concluding sentence of proposal 7* as recorded

above, was revised to read as follows (3/2J&8, para. 32} (c):

"so that on the date referred to in paragraph 6 above
there will remain on each side of the cease-fire line the
lowest possible nuaber of armed farces based in proportion
on the number of armed forces existing on each side of the
cease-fire line on 1 January

Proposal 7 as thus revised ulao did not result in an agreement.
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In his third report the OK Ifepresentative reported as follows (S/2611, paras.

16, 17 and
MQ» Keaotî tiops tflth the two QovarnroMtts p̂ JfyH<n 'ftiyl. Pftt̂ atap In

Karon 1962

"16* In his statements to the Security Council on 17 end 31 January 1952, the

United Nations Representative emphasized that i& order to obtain demilitarization,

an agreed solution should be found for the following:

(a) A definite period for demilitarisation;
(b) the scope of
(o) The quantum of forces that would regain at the end of the

period of demilitarisation! and
(d> The date for the fonaal induction into office of the

Plebiscite Administrator.

"17. Following the meeting of the Security Council of 31 January 1952, the Irnited

Nations Representativê  in discharging the duties conferred upon him by the Security

Council, had in mind two purposes t

(a) To assist the parties in resoving the remaining described
difficulties in an effort to reach an agreement on the
twelve proposals, and

(b) Without prejudice to the above, to obtain, if possible,
further withdrawals from the State of Jaas&u and Kashmir, on
both sides of the eease-'fire line.

"13. Concerning the four basic proposals on which agreenssnt between the parties

had not been reached, the United Rations Representative, in his conversations with

the Governments of India and Rakistan in Hew Delhi and Karachi in March 1952,

ascertained the then present points of view of the two Govermwnts, and gives his

understanding of their positions as follows:
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"Position of India

n -

"(a) The Government of India maintains its position concerning the
nainiiKum number of forces to be left on each aide of the cease-fir*
line at the end of the period of demilitarisation, i.e.

"Ofi the Iftdian aide: 21,000 regular Indian Army forces, plus 6,000
State trdlltiaj

"On the Pakistan s|.det a force of J»»OCO icon consisting of persons
normally resident in Aaad Kashmir territory, half
of whom should be followers of Aaad Kashmir and
the other half persona who are not followers of
Azad Kashmir.

"(b) The GoveiWBeit of India also stated that, should the situation be
favourable, it would be ready, at the end of the period of demilitarisation,
to enter into consultations with the Plebiscite Administrator and with the
United Nations Representative to consider a further reduction of forces
on the Indian side.

ami Scope of dfrpi lltarijation n̂̂ t induction into
office of the. Plebilte At at gator

"(o) Of the three other principal points of difference emerging frcar the
second report of the United Nations Representative, the Government of India
considers that two, namely, a definite period for demilitarisation and
the date for the formal induction into office of the Plebiscite Adminis-
trator, can be settled without difficulty, provided agreement is reached
on the scope of demilitarisation and the quantum of forces that would
remain at the end of the period of demilitarisation.

"Position of JRakJstan

"Period of deroilita.r:igat.l0y>

"(a) Pakistan agrees that the demilitarisation programme envisaged by
the United Nations Representative should be completed not later than
15 July 1952.

"Scone of

"(b) Pakistan insists that the demilitarisation programme should embrace
all the anaed forces in Jaontu and Kashmir without exception, namely, the
Pakistan Army, the Aaad Kashmir forces, the Indian A nay, the State Army
and the State militia.

"(The tribesmen and Pakistan volunteers are gtatalto have already withdrawn
froE, the Pakistan side of the ceaae-fire line.)

"(c) Pakistan agrees that at the end of the period of demilitarisation
there should remain on each side of the ceaae-fire line 'the lowest
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possible number of anaed force* based In proportion to the number of arased
forces existing on each aide of the cease-fire line on 1 January 1949' .

jjifeo office of the Plebiscites

n(d) Pakistan agrees that the Plebiscite Administrator should be inducted
into office not later than the final day of the demilitarisation period
referred to la (a) above.

"Concerning withdrawals of troops from the State of Janaau and Kashmir, the
United Nations Representative ia able to report the following:

"(a) On the .Ttirffjmv aide of the cease—fire line

"The Government of India has agreed to withdraw unconditionally and
without prejudice to the negotiations concerning proposals for
de&dlitariBation submitted to the Governments of India and Pakistan
one division with supporting anus, from its side of the cease-fire line
in the State of Janau and Eashsdr, which it estimates to be a
force of approximately 18,000 aen.

"Th« Governoant of Pakistan contends that the Indian forces in
Jasssu and Kashmir were greatly augmented in the susaaer of 1951,
and that even after the withdrawal ef one Indian Anoy division, the
strength of the Indian forces in Jamou and Kashmir would be far in
excess of the Pakistan forces in the State."

Again no agreement was reached on the crucial issues (l)tbe withdrawal and

reduction of forces and (2) the character and quantum of the forces regaining on

each side of the cease-fire line after these withdrawals.

two Speci etrea of he Thrd.

The third report indicated definite progress and much iraprovesaent in a more

favorable atmosphere. This was attested, not only by the words of proposal I and II,

of the twelve proposals tentatively agreed upon, bat also by deeds in the reported

facts that some armed forces had been withdrawn frotr. and reduced in Kashmir on both

sides of the cease-fire line, that the Indian and Pakistan forces, which had been
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moved up toward the Indo-l̂ akistan border in 1951* had been moved back in 1952,

and that further withdrawals of Indian and Pakistan forces frtss Kashcdr were in

process.

In view of the loss of much valuable tiaw in the preceding years for carry*

ing out the resolutions, and in view of the fact that the Plebiscite Administrator

and the United Nations representative would, under the UBCIP resolutions have

Jloint responsibilities regarding certain problems, I, in ray third report, proposed:

(para. 14 C)

"The Plebiscite Adeiinistrator should be appointed to office at some
stage during the period of de&ilitariaation inasmuch as the resolution
of 5 January 1949 of the UKCIP conferred upon him certain responsi-
bilities with respect to the implementation of paragraph k (a) and (b) of
that resolution."

This proposal was not favored by either Government and was not again proposed

by us,

(e) The fourth report of the UK Representative (S/2783) sets forth the revised

proposals as follows in paragraphs 18 and 19:

"18. The Conference may be divided into two different stages. The first
stage began with the opening statement by the United Nations Representative
and the subsequent discussion of the revised proposals. £gi 16 July 195-2/
F&ragrapb 7 of these proposals suggested brackets of 3,000 to 6,000 armed
forces on the ffckistan side of the cease-fire line and an Indian army
force of 12,000 to 18,000 on the Indian side of the cease-fire line.' The
United Nations Representative suggested that an effort be sade to reach
agreement within these brackets, on the number of forces to remain on
each side of the case-fire line at the end of the period of deBdlitariza-
tion. Joint meetings and separate conversations took place at the
representative and advisory level.

"IV. As a, result of these meetings and conversations, in a joint n»eting
on 2 September the United Nations Representative submitted a new draft
of his proposals suggesting in paragraph 7 A (iii) and P (ii) a Bdniifium
force of 6,000 on the Pakistan side of the cease-fire line and of 18,000
on the Indian aide. The United Nations Representative made it clear that
in this draft, as in the dmft of 16 July 1952. these figures did not
include the Gil̂ it and Northern Scouts on the IWdstan side of the cease-
fire line, and the State militia on the Indian side of the cease-fire line."
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Agreeiwmt n$as not reached on the basis of the flares proposed either within

the brackets of mockers proposed on 16 July 1952, or on the definite numbers

suggested in the revision of 2 September 1952. Other revised proposals were made

on k September 1952 which, instead of suggesting definite figures aa a basis of

negotiations, suggested criteria as a basis for the negotiating of an agreement

on the character and nursfoer of the forces which would remain at the end of the

programme of demilitariEation. Again no agreement was reached.

(f) In taking up the case again, the Security Council, in its own resolution dated

5 November 1952, made the following proposals (Document 3/2839 and Corr. 1}

ii• . •
"Notes that agreement on a plan of demilitarization of the State of
Jauastt and Kashmir has not been reached because the Governments of
India and ffekifitan have not agreed on the whole of paragraph 7 of the
twelve proposals;

"Urges the Governisenta of India and Pakistan to enter into iranediate
negotiations at the Headquarters of the United Nations in order to reach
agreement on the specific number of forces to remain on each side of the
cease-fire line at the end of the period of demilitarization, this number
to be between 3,000 and 6,000 arced forces remaining on the TfcJdstan side
of the cease-fire line and between 12,000 and 13,000 aroad forces remain-
ing on the Indian side of the cease-fire line, as suggested by the
United Nations Representative in his proposals of 16 July 1952 (3/2733,
annex 3) sufea specific numbers to be arrived at bearing in cdnd the
principles or criteria contained in paragraph 7 of the United Nations
Representative's proposal of 4 September 1952 (S/2783, annex 8)j..."

Pakistan indicated that, with certain observations to be taken into account,

they were willing to go forward on the basis of the proposal Bade by the Security

Council. India indicated that this resolution of the Security Council was

unacceptable because it ignored India's fundamental positions in the Kashmir

case, as set forth, and because it combined in one proposal the alternative

proposals of the United Nations Representative regarding definite figures in his

proposals of 16 July 1952 and regarding criteria for the determination of definite

figures in his proposal of k September 1952.
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(g) (^tgffiaslipna of STgscjLf^c Figures JJJL ,the.-4 Septesibsr 1953
Proposal 7 of the Fourth Report (8/2783)7

The proposal E*de on 4 September 1952, contained In 07 fourth report, did not

grapple In proposal ? with the prickly subject of definite numbers and character of

armed forces which then would be left on each side of the cease-fire line at the

completion of the program of demilitarization.

of Definite Flgayea In

The fifth report, nade SB 1953, indicated the tentative acceptance by both

Govertagents, en on exploratory basis, of eight of the interdependent twelve

proposals, and noted the persisting differences over the other two dost crucial

issues, namely: (1) the character and number of forces on each side of the cease-

fire lino after the couplet ion of the program of demilitarization; and (2) the

meaning of "final disposal of forces*1 in paragraph 4 (a) and (b) in the 5 January

194? resolution. In view of the several years spent in exploratory negotiations,

without tentative agreement on the definite masher and character of these forces,

I proposed in tay fifth report, not the brackets of figures, but one specific figure

on each side - 6,000 local armed forces in the territory to be entirely evacuated

by the HafcLatan Army and 21,000 Indian and State aroed forces on the Indian side

of the cease-fire line - as a basis for the negotiation of a eettl*n«nt of tola

difficult issue, which long regained io the air, undefined in number but w-oat crucial
powers

for the settlement of the dispute . I also proposed no impairment of the JpHVe of the

Plebiscite Administrator for his heavy and later responsibilities, as they might

develop, for ensuring the freedom and impartiality of the plebiscite as sett forth

in the 5 January 1949 resolution.

The fifth report also toade clear that, if the revised twelve proposals were

accepted, the large-scale disarming and disbanding of the "Assad Kashmir" forces

would corn® nob after but as part of the implementation of the truce agreement, and
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as part of a single continuous process in demilitarization.

In the view of the present UN Representative, a careful study of these twelve

proposals will find them in their purpose and content to be a determined attempt

to provide the basic for the negotiation of a reasonable reconciliation of the

differences of the two Governments over the interpretation and effectuation of their

owe agreed UNCIP resolutions.

Pakistan, in reply, rejected the specific Burabers proposed in my fifth

report because in Pakistan's view the present UH Representative went too far in

seeking to meet India's positions. India rejected several of the proposals set

forth in the fifth report because, in India1a view, the United Nations Representative

did not go forward to meet certain basic issues. Furthermore, India specifically

maintained (1) that not only should there be the prosdeed large-scale disarming and

disbanding of the "Asad Kashmir* forces, but that alj, the "Azad Kashmir" forces should

be disarmed and disbanded and not after but ftfl fritW liTOl'fifftnfot*̂  °f the truce

agreement, (2) that, in the territory to be evacuated by the Pakistan Army, there

should be only a civil ar&ed force of 4,000 or a little Hare, half aimed and half

unarmed, and (3) that the tern "disposal" in 4 (a) and (b) of the 5 January 1949

resolution could, by reasonable interpretation of circumstances and conditions,

mean only "disposition" in 4 (a).

The third report revealed the development of a sore favorable atmosphere.

The fifth report indicated the jaore definite focusing, narrowing and precision

of the differences over the issue of the number and character of forces. At no

tic® did there appear grounds acceptable to both parties for agreement on the

basic issues.
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la the Fifth Eeirt (S/2967)*

If both Governments had accepted in the spring of 1953 the revised inter-

dependent twelve proposals as set forth In my fifth report, as the basis for

the negotiation of an agreement on their differences over their own agreed UKCXP

resolutions, the results would have been years ago as follow: (1) a no-war declaration

by the two Govenu&e&ts regarding the Kashmir dispute; (2) a no-hostile propaganda

declaration by both Governments in taost specific terns; (3) a re-Affirmation of the

cease-fire agreement $ (4) re-affirmation of the agreed provisions for a plebiscite

for the determination of the future status of the State of Jamaa* and Kashndr; (5)

the soil of Kashmir would have some years ago been cleared of all Pakistan forces

as provided and there would have been the related withdrawal of the bulk of the

Indian forces as also provided ( (6) the large-scale disarming and disbanding of the

MAzad Kaahsdr" forces, not only ae promised India by the Commission, but, as proposed

in addition by me, in the implementation of the truce agreement, and the reduction

of these remaining local armed forces to 6,000 for the Baintcnanca of the cease-fire

line and law and order in the territory evacuated by the Pakistan troops; (7) the

withdrawal and reduction of the Indian and State armed forces to 21,000 for the

naintenance of the ceasefire line, lav, order and defense, upon the completion of the

program of demilitarisation} (8) upon the withdrawal of all the Pakistan troops and

authorities from Kaaftmir, local authorities would have wos1 over the administration

of the evacuated territory under the surveillance of the United Nations; (9) after

the complete evaluation of the territory by the Tfekistan Army and authorities, the

tcmjjurwry axtoduiatratioii of the evacuated territory by the local authorities under

UN surveillance, thereby wadrn necessary both by the withdrawal of the Pakistan forces
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and authority and by the nature of the cease-fire line, would not be interpreted

or applied in practice in ways contrary to the assurances given India by the

Commission; (ID) the remaining local forces in the evacuated territory would have

been deconaolidated fros the Pakistan Anay and separated from the administrative

and operational cemaand of the Pakistan High Coasaanl and the reorganised local

forces under the local authorities would have been under the effective survillance

of the United Rations; (11) the Jasauu and Kashnir Government would not have been

suspended or supplanted in its nonakl functions except as modified by the provisions

of the agreed UJ3CIP resolutions and no international or UN arased forces would have

been stationed in Kashmir; and (12) after the completion of the program of demil-

itarisation, the powers of the Plebiscite Administrator would be unimpaired as

provided in paragraph 4 (a) and (b) of the 5 January 1949 resolution for the

effective and progressive fulfillment of his heavy responsibilities in organising

and conducting a free and fair UN-sponsored plebiscite with due regard for the

security of the State.

Though most regrettable that these twelve interdependent proposals - which would

have effectuated, inter eJLjLa. the required withdrawal of all Pakistan forces f roiu

Kashmir and the required withdrawal or reduction of the Indian and State arced forces

and the disarming and disbanding of the Aead Kashmir forces to the number required

for assisting in the preservation of law, order and the cease-fire line - were not

accepted and these results not achieved years ago, it is worthy to note that the

tentative consideration of the twelve proposals as revised and set forth in the

fifth report of the UK Representative, had, on an exploratory basis, narrowed

and iiade j&ore precise the differences over doBdlitariaation, as follows:

1. The differences between 18,000 awed Indian and State armed troops, which

numbers had been previously accepted by Pakistan under specific conditions, and
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21,000 anaed Indian and State ar&ed troops, which had been suggested by India to be

on the Indian side of the cease-fire line under conditions specified by India.

2. The difference between the 6,000 local armed military forces under local

authorities under the surveillance of the United Stations in the territory to be

evacuated by the Pakistan Array, as accepted by Pakistan, and the 4,000 (or a little

more) local civil forces, half armed and half unarmed, as proposed by India to be

in this evacuated territory.

3. A position held by Pakistan was that "disposal meant disposal as used in

both paragraph 4 (a) and (b) and a position held by India was that "disposal" could

Kiaan only "disposition" in 4 (a).

PART pi

THE SlMilT CONFERENCE 0? THE TWO PRIME MINISTERS

However, despite the development of a acre friendly atmosphere and the narrow-

ing of the differences, the positions of the two Governments on the regaining moat

crucial differences revealed the continuing deadlock. The Lift Representative felt

in the more favorable atmosphere that the Prise Ministers themselves were then in the

best authoritative position and Bood to resolve the deadlock over these remaining

differences. The time had arrived for a conference of the responsible leaders

themselves. Ho suggested in paragraph $7 of his fifth report (S/2967, para. 57):

"57. Instead of the United Nations Eepresentative continuing
to report differences to the Security Council, may the leader-
ship of over 400 million people, with the good will and
assistance of the United Nations, join in negotiating and
reporting an agreement on Kashmir and thereby light a torch
along the difficult path of the people's pilgriaag* toward peace."

The UN .Representative did not seek to intervene in the suriafait conference ami

hopefully awaited its outcome.

The two Prime Ministers, in their suweit conference, held on their own initiative

and in line with the above suggestion, had the discretionary authority to take up
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any issues or proposals, even those which might involve a change in the provisions

of the two UNCXP resolutions as negotiated and accepted by the two Governments. It

is significant to note the contents of the communique issued by the two Governments

on 2k August 1953 (quoted in Annex 6 of this report) at the conclusion of their

summit conferences. The ccsammique, published by the two Government a, deprecated

hostile propaganda in either country against the other, and e&phasieed the necessity

for promoting good will between the two countries. No reference was made in the

to a limited plebiscite and a partial partition but the coaarmiiqu© of

the two foveraaents did hold that a plebiscite was the best way of determining the

will of the people. Reference was Bade in the ocaaanunique to "the holding of a fair

and impartial plebiscite in the entire State." This should be read in the context

of the whole eofflmanique issued 24 August 1953 •

Annax 6 includes the paragraphs relating to Kashmir in the CosuHunique of the two

Prime Ministers, issued at the conclusion of their conferences on Kasteir dated

24 August 1953. Annex 6 should be read in its entirety.

Soros developments, such as the arrest of Sheikh Abdullah in 1953 and the U.S.-

Pakistan military pact for defense against aggression, not within our frame of

reference, when added to the continuing basic differences, adversely affected in

one country and the other the more favorable aticoaphere which had developed. The

conferences were not then resumed. Later the Kashmir case was brought to the Council

for further consideration.

PART IV

HRFORT OF AM&SSADQK GJjKNAK JAKBING OF SWEDEN
FOHMSR PWSSIBEHT OP THE SECURITY COUNCIL

The former President of the Security Council, H. E. Ambassador Gunnar Jarring

of Sweden, presided over th® February 195? sessions of the Security Council on

Kashmir, He was requested by the Council to exwalne, with the Government e of India
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and Pakistan, any proposals which In his opinion were likely to contribute toward the

settlement of the Indian̂ aklstan dispute, having regard to the previous resolutions

of the Security Council and of the United liations Couffldssion for India and Pakistan.

Upon the appointment of the President of the Security Council, to consult with

India and Pakistan and report on the Kashmir question, the present UK Representative,

when called to the Council table, spoke informally as follows: (S/Ptf .77**)

"83. I wish, Mr. President, to give you jay co-operative and
good wishes for your most inportant mission. I congratulate you on
the opportunity to negotiate with the Govennaents of two great peoples
whoa I not only respect, but, if I my say so, have cose to love for
themselves - their history, their heritage, their heroic struggles
with gigantic problems and yet, withal, with a Joyous and youthful hope.

*'84. I congratulate the Council on your acceptance of this mission,
Mr. President, for which you are by ability, experience and disposition
so eminently qualified and to which you bring the prestige of the office
of President of the Security Council itself. God speed to you on your
mission, to the efforts of the Security Council, to the co-operation
of the two Governments with you and to the untiring work of an ably led
and dedicated Secretariat, as they all work together and stand firm on
the moral foundations of the life and values of the United Nations in this
time of haaard and hope.

" 85. The Member States of the United Nations oust apply, with equal
justice under the Charter, the principles of the United Nations to all
nations, large or small, friend or foe, east or west. Problems, situa-
tions, disputes, cases on the agenda of the United nations have their
ups and downs and come and go, but the United Nations goes on, deep in
the Kinds and hearts of the people as they do their day*s work and pray
and hope, in the great adventure of building a freer and fairer peaceful
world for all peoples in all lands."

includes excerpts from Ambassador Jarring '$ henorb to the Security

Council (5/3821), which report should be read in its entirety.

Ambassador Jarring, having found that his suggestions for substantial Rdtigation

of "the grave problems that udght arise in connexion with and as a result of a

plebiscite" for "different reasons did not prove to be mutually acceptable" „

reported that in India's view "two factors stood in the way of the
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of the two IttJCIP resolutions." These factors involved the questions of (1)

aggression, (2) augmentation of forces in Kashmir, and (3) the unfavorable atmosphere.

Regarding these questions, read especially paragraphs 3 - 22 of Ambassador

Jarring* s report, the substantive parts of which are attached to this report as

Annex 7, which should be read in its entirety, including Ambassador Jarring* a

coEsasnta (S/3821, para. 21) that, "the inplsBentation of international agreements of

an ad hoc character, which has not been achieved fairly speedily, my become pro-

gressively more difficult because the situation with which they were to cope has tended
41

to change. Coaaentiag on the question of Pakistan's aggression and non-fulfillment

of sections B and S of the 13 August 1943 resolution. Ambassador Jarring asade the

following statoaeats (3/3821 )i

"13. During cur conversations the Cknremeent of India laid particular
en$hasia on the fact that, in its view, two factors stood in the wjy
of the iaplsBwntation of the two reeolutioas adopted by the United
Stations GoQBdsaion for India and Efekiatan. The first of these was that
part I of the resolution of 13 August 1946 (S/1100, para. 75), and in
particular paragraphs B and B, had, in the Indian view, not been
iiBplemented by the Government of ffckistan. For that reason, it was,
in the Indian Gevernianit'B subfidesion, prenature to discuss the

of parts II and III of that resolution, or of the
resolution of 5 January 1%9. The second of them impediments, which
concerned rather part II of the first resolution, was that the Govern-
ment of India, which had brought the case before the Security Council
on 1 January 1946, felt aggrieved that the Council had so far not
expressed itself on the question of what, in the Indian view, was
aggression oonoitted by Pakistan en India. In the Indian Govero&iant*s
view, it was inewabent on the Council to express itself on this question
and equally incumbent on ftUcLstan 'to vacate the aggression* . It WAS
argued that prior to the fulfillment of these reqtdrejacwta OB the part
of the Security Council and on the part of ffekistan the ocamdtioents of
India under the resolution of 13 August 1948 could not reach the operative
stage.

"14. I explained to the GoverraBent of India that the Security Council
had properly taken eognl aance of the original Indian ceoqalaint, and that
it was not for ras to express isyself on the question whether its resolu-
tions on the matter had been adequate or not. I pointed out that
regardless of the merits of the present position taken by the Governaent
of India, it could not be overlooked that India had accepted the two
resolutions adopted by the CoBadssion for India and Pakistan.
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The Government of Pakistan, for its part, in conversations with me,
miutaizted that it had iaplsnented part I of the first resolution in good
faith and in full, and that the tine had ease to proceed to the implementa-
tion of part Hi

"16. Under the circuaataaees I decided that it sight be appropriate to
approach first the question of the implementation of part I of the first
resolution, as I had been given to understand that this was the primary
iapediAsnt to the implementation of the resolutions. It was ray iro-
presaion that in the presentation of its views substantial weight was given
by the Government of India to the absence of 'an atooephere favourable to
the promotion of further negotiations' as envisaged ia paragraph 1 of that
part of the first resolution. Another point which was repeatedly stressed
by the Government of India, was that the military pifafous JQ& envisaged in
paragraph B of the sane part did, in its view, not obtain owing to the
policies pursued by the Government of

"17. In order to break the deadlock concerning part I, I inquired of the
two Governments if they would be prepared to submit the question of whether
part I had been implemented or not to arbitration. In substance sqr sug-
gestion to the two Oovernosnts did not envisage aiaple arbitration, but the
arbitrator or arbitrators would also be e&powered, in case they found that
the Implamftntation had been incomplete, to indicate to Use parties which
measures should be taken to arrive at a full iapleaentation. It was also
envisaged that in the latter ease after a given tine-limit the arbitrator
or arbitrators would deteroim whether the given indications had been
followed and î pleraantatiea did obtain.

"IS. Being aware of t&e earlier negative attitude of the Government of
India on the question of arbitration with relation to the Kashmir prebleia
as a whole, I Bade it a point to explain to it that I was not suggesting
anything of that nature, and that what I was proposing, while tensed
arbitration, in all likelihood would be sore in the nature of a determination
of certain facts which, in the Indian view, were incontrovertible. In
addition, the procedure suggested might lead to an improvement in India-
Pakistan relations in general, a development which I aasuoed could not be

to eitfeer of the two eotmtrles.

"19. 'rtiiil© the Govenoaent of fWdLstan, after a certain hesitation, fell
in with my suggestion in principle, the Government of India, however, did
not feel that arbitration, aa outlined by BM, wnsld be appropriate. It
explained that, while it was not against the principle of arbitration as
a ssothod of conciliation and had, indeed, agreed to this procedure to arrive
at a solution of certain other problems outstanding between India and
Pakistan, it felt that the iasuea in dispute were not suitable for arbitra-
tion, because such procedure would be inconsistent with the sovereignty
of Januau and Kaataair and the rights arid obligations of the Union of India
in respect of this territory. It was, furthermore, apprehensive that
arbitration even en an isolated part of the resolutions might be inter-
preted as indicating that ftdLstan had a looue atandi in the question.11
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PAST V

THE FIVE; HECOHHESI&TIQBS OF THE

SIXTH REPORT OF THE PBFSBNT UK KEHtES'ENTATB'F

After consideration of the Jarring report by the Security Council, the present

US Representative, at the request of the Council, made another visit in 1958 to the

sub-continent for consultations with the Governments of India and Pakistan. The

operative provisions of the resolution of the Security Council requesting the UN

itepreeentative again to visit the sub-continent (3/3922) read as follows c
nl. liequesfrs the Government of India and the Government of Pakistan
to ref raia from making an? statsssents and from doing or causing to
be done or permitting any acts which night aggravate the situation
and to appeal to their respective peoples to assist in creating; and
maintaining an atmosphere favourable to the promotion of further
negotiations}

"2» fegqBfflfrf the United Nations representative for India and Pakistan
to make any recommendations to the parties for further appropriate
action with a view to making progress toward the ixaplenontation of
the resolutions of the United Nations Uos&dssion for India and Pakistan
of 13 August 194& and 5 January 1949 and toward a peaceful settlement;

"3. Authorfcsep the United nations representative to visit the sub-
continent for these purposes} and

"4, instructs the United Nations representative to report to the
Security Council OR his efforts as soon as possible."

Ilis report of the results of these consultations, together with the reec

ticus made (3/3904), was made on 31 March 195$ And was not discussed by the Council

in the intervening years. These reconraoadations proposed: (l) a renewed declaration

for Ĵ ie maintenance of a peaceful atmosphere; (2) reaffirmtion of the cease-fire

line wiiich was not to tie crossed by either side on the ground or In the airj (3) a

study of hovr the territory, vriiich was to be entirely evacuated by the î akistan

troops, could, pending & final solution, be administered in accordance with the

terras of the resolution in an of fort to speed the impleiaentation of part II of bue
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13 August 1948 resolution with its provisions regarding the idthdwtwal of the bulk

of the Indian forces; (4) consideration of the possibility of the stationing of &

United Nations force on Pakistan soil on the Pakistan side of the ftUdatan and

Jassau and Kashwir border following the withtirawal of all the remaining unite of

the Pakistan Army from the State} and (5) the holding of a Prims feinisterc* conference

under his auspices in the early spring.

If Use suggestion node, that a Waited Nation* police force be stationed not

in Kashmir, and not on any Indian soil, but on Pakistan soil along the Pskistan-

Kashffiir border after the withdrawal back into Hokistan of all the Pakistan forces

IB Kaahiair, had been carried out, then the two Qorerruaenta would hare had an

additional factor as a basis for negotiating an agreement on the character and the

ranaber of the needed awed forces atill in question. The United Nations forcet if

stationed on Pakistan soil along the Kashmir border, would be between on the one

iiand, Kashroir, and on the other hand, the Horthwewt tribes&en, the Pakistan forces -

all of whom would have been withdraw from Kashmir - and any Pakistan military potential

from any source whatever.

The United Nations peace force thus placed Eight help to ransnre two of the

main roadblocks in the way of carrying out the provision* of the truce and the pleb-

iscite. The removal of these roadblocks, and others, as had already been proposed

in the 12 proposals, would result In (l) the withdrawal from Kashmir of all Pakistan

forces; (2) the regaining on the Indian side of the cease-fire line of the Indian

forces required for the cease-fire line and for assistance in the mintenance of law,

order and defence; and (3) the remaining in the territory evacuated by the FfekLstan

Army of only the local armed forces required for Maintenance of the cease-fire line,

JAW and order, deconsolidated from the Pakistan Array and separated from the administra-

tive and operational command of the Pakistan high command and reorganised as local
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These steps in fulfillment at the truce and toward the carrying out of the

plebiscite would tend to end the sense of frustration, the provocative talk and the

drift toward potential disaster.

The GoTerraaent of Pakistan indicated its acceptance of the principlss of these

five racoitflaendationa as found ic my sixth report*

The (Government of India (as they have already held regarding some proposals of

my predecessors and the Security Council itself) held (as s«t forth in Annex 7) that

these five rccoBsaendatioxm condoned aggression by fckicrtaR against India; by-passed

the prerajoisite provisions of the two U8CI? resolutions} and disregarded the

assurances givwn India by the UN Cossdnsien on th« basis of which India had accepted

the two resolutions.

Regarding the charge that the United Nations and its representative had condoned

aggression by ftakxatan against India, it should be recalled (l) that both Governments

have repeatedly insisted that the two UKCIP resolutions contained their binding

ecnmitiaantB on the Kashmir question; (2) that these resolutions included no findings

or declaration on aggression and no requirement for sueh a finding or declaration;

and (3) these resolutions were accepted by both Governments without the inclusion of

such a, finding, such a decimation, or requireiaent of such a declaration. The pro-

visions of the two UHGIP resolutions were agreed upon by India and ffekiatan and were

not negotiated by the present UN Eepres*utative. Therefore the charge about condon-

ing aggression does not apply.

The two GovensssBts, not the present UH Representative, participated, as has

been noted, several years before he entered the case, in negotiating respecitvely

with the UN Consni33ion the two reeolutions of 13 August 1%6 and 5 January 19V?,

which did not pass on the question of aggression, and which, as has also been pointed

out, were accepted by both Goveraasnte without any inclusion of a lodgment on

aggression and without the requirement for such a Judgment on the part of the United
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Hat ions or its representative aa a condition for their acceptance. Under these

two resolutions, which were held by both GovemiaentB to be binding international

cocmtujents and w»re accordingly held by the Security Council to be his reference

frame, the present UK Representative has patiently, carefully and determinedly made

propoeals as a baoia for the negotiation of a reasonable reconciliation of the

differences between the two (kmtrmanta over the agreed provisions of the two

LSMCIP resolutions, as respectively accepted by India and Pakistan. In view of their

own agreed provisions, the question of his by-passing aggression or condoning

aggression clearly does net validly arise within the framework of their own inter-

national agreement sponsored by the United nations. Furthermore, the twelve proposals

of the present UN Representative also not only had not by-passed the provisions of the

cease-fire and the truce a* prerequisite* of the plebiscite, but hod taken account

cf them with positive proposals, and provided the basis for negotiation of a reason-

able reconciliation of the differences between India and Pakistan over the inter-

pretation and implementation of the agreed provisions of the two UNCIP resolutions

as assured and as respectively accepted by them.

India emphasized that the prerequisite provisions of the cease-fire and the

truce had to be fulfilled before the holding of a plebiscite. Pakistan wnphasised,

in connexion with the fulfillment of these prerequisites, that Pakistan did not

accept the provisions for the cease-fire and the truce until after the acceptance

by India of the definite provitdens for a plebiscite? and that the beginning of the

Trf.thdra.wal of the Raldafcan forces, as a priority, and the required withdrawal of all

the Pakistan forces, were related by agreed provision to the required withdrawal of

the bulk of the Indian forces in stages and to a masher necessary to assist local

authorities in the observance of law and order, to be agreed upon by India and the

Conr-ission £pr their successors/. Sueh an ajsreeisent was never reached by India and

the 'JN Consaisaion or the several successive UK Representatives.
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The UN Representative has en^hasised several tines that hie proposals, which,

if they iiad beer; accepted and carried out by the two Governments, would have

resullter: soHte years ago in the definite steps for « favourable atmosphere, the

withdrawal of all the Pakistan forces frow Kashmir and the withdrawal and

reduction of the other armed forces, as specified, on both sides of the cease-

fire line, all as prerequisites of the plebiscite.

Not out of line with Ambassador Jarring* s suggestion for a fact-finding

arbitrator or arbitrators to report on the differences over augssfflatien of sdlitary

potential and the derelopaent of a favourable atmosphere, Pakistan, at that tijae,

proposed consideration of the appointment cf an impartial fact-finding board to

report on the charges made by India and denied by Pakistan that Pakistan was

guilty of sabotage and bceib*j>lanting in the part of lashair OR the Indian side of

the cease-fire line.

AifflBjK 7 includes the position of the two Governments on my five reconaaandations,

as swffisrised in paragraphs 21-33 of ray sixth report to the Security Council.

These five recommendations, including the proposal for stationing a UJF

peace force on Pakistan soil along the Kashmir border, &t that tin» favored by

Pakistan, remain open for consideration on the initiative of either Government.

After no agreement was reached on the five recoB&aadatioas set forth above,

and after it appeared that the a»iabers of the Security Council were at that stage

in favor of direct negotiations, I then nmde the following observations and expressed

to the Council the vish, as follows: (S/3984)

"34. I should, however, inform the Council that the Governffient
of India, at the awe tiae as they declared themselves unable to
accept ny recoBgamdatioaaa, also inforfisod me that they have been and
are anxious to promote and jsaintain peaceful relations with fteldst&xi.
They stated that they fireOy held the vim and belief that there
should be a constructive and peaceful approach to every problem
and that they finaly adhered to their detenaination to pursue paths
of peace, while placing their faith in the United Nations and its Chart*?*
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"35. In keeping with this spirit expressed by India, which t know
is shared by Pakistan, I still express to th« Council the
that the two Government e will keep under consideration the
nropofjal for a high-level conference. I trust that, in their
further consideration, they will find it possible prosptly
themselves to wake, without prejudice to their respective positions
on the Kashmir question, preparations for holding, within the
framework of the Charter of the United Rations, auah a conference
at the earliest practicable date, covering questions of time,
place, auspices and agenda. The agenda, as the parties might
choose, ndght include the basic differences which the parties
find to stand in the way of a settlement and such other Batters
as the parties jaight find would contribute to 'progress toward
the implementation of the resolutions of the United Nations
Commission for India and Pakistan of 13 August 1948 and 5 January
1949 and toward a peaceful settlement »."

I then supported this proposal for a high level conference prepared by

themselves covering such natters as auspices, tiaae, place and agenda, as follows:

"36. However vide the differences and deep the distrust, and
however bad the situation in the opposite view of each other's
position, no situation is completely and forever beyond the
redemptive power of the development of reciprocal faith and the
creative interchange of views and proposals for a peaceful, settle-
ment as alternatives to the deepening differences in an age of
unprecedented peril and hope. Better than talking at long distances
across the sub-continent is, on occasion, to talk directly to each
other in a conference at the highest possible level. The holding
of well prepared direct talks with the desire for a settlement is
more than talk! it is itself an act of potentially creative faith
which Bilght lead to steps for a fair and peaceful settlement.

• * * * •

"39. The light of faith and the fireat of the inner spirit, which,
in dark times in agea past, were lighted among Asian, African and
Mediterranean people for people in all lands, have shone most nobly
in our times in the heroic struggles, liberation and universal aspira-
tions of the people of the historic aub-eontinent for a freer and
fairer life for all. With their two-fold heritage of faith in the
moral sovereignty, which undergirds the nature of nan and the universe,
and with a reverence for life challenging the violent trends of the
atoKdc era, those peoples, in the succession of their leadership and
great etxanple, may again give a fresh lift to the huuon spirit of
people everywhere. The peoples of the world Eight, in high response,
begin again in these shadowed years to transform with high faith and
good will the potential forces of bitterness, hate and destruction,
step by step tlirough the United Hatione, toward the way of creative
co-operation, economic social and cultural development, responsible
disannaawnt, self-determination, equal Justice uodsr lav, and peace
for all peoples on the earth as the God-given home of the family of man."
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PAST VI

THE PROPOSAL IK THE SBCUlilTY COUNCIL TOK DIRECT NFQOTIATIONS

After India had rejected the recommendations set forth In my sixth report in

195*4, I then made a single suggestion, already noted as follows (and I quote}:

(S/2934, para. 35)

H... I still express to the Council the hope that the two Governments
will keep under consideration the proposal for a high-level conference.
1 trust that, in their further consideration, they will find it possible
promptly theaaalves to make, without prejudice to their respective
positions on the Eashsdr question, preparations for holding, within
the framework of the Charter of the United Nations, such a cohfereace
at the earliest practicable date, covering questions of time, place,
auspices, and agenda. The agenda, as the parties night choose, might
include the basic differences which the parties find to stand in the
way of a settlement and such other tatters ae the parties might fi&d
would contribute to /quoted fim Security Council K© solution of
2 December 1957, S/3922/ 'progress toward the implementation of the
resolutions of the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan
of 13 August 194$ and 5 January 1949 and toward a peaceful settlement1."

Gn 22 June 1962 the Security Council, on its own responsibility, considered a

draft resolution put forward by H. E. Mr. Frederick H. Boland (f oncer President of

the General Aesensbly) in his capacity as the representative of Ireland, as follows:

(S/5134)

"The Security Council,

"Having heard statements from representatives of the Governments of
India and Pakistan concerning the Indian-Pakistan question;

"Having considered the Report of the United Nations liepresentative,
Dr. F. Graham}

"Expressing its best thanks to Dr. Graham for his efforts;

"Noting with satisfaction the pledges nade by the two parties to the
effect that their Government will not resort to force in settling this
question)

"Conscious of the responsibility of the Security Council under the
Charter for helping the parties to reach a peaceful solution of this
question;

"1. Ftendnda both parties of the principles contained in its resolution
of 1? January 1948, and in the resolutions of the United Nations
Cocraiesion for India and Pakistan dated 13 August 1943 and 5 January 1949.
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"2. Urges the Governments of India and Pakistan to enter into nego-
tiations on the question at the earliest convenient tin* with the
view to its ultimate settlement in Accordance with Article 33 and other
relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.

"3. Appeals to the two Governments to take all possible measures to
ensure the creation and maintenance of an atmosphere favourable to
the promotion of negotiations.

"4. Urges the Government of India, and the Government of Pakistan to
refrain from making any statement, or taking any action, which nay
aggravate the situation.

"5* Bequests the Acting Secretary-General to provide the two
Governments with such services as they nay request for the purpose
of carrying out the terms of this resolution. "

The vote on the draft resolution was 7 in favour, 2 against and 2 abstentions.

Since a permanent member of the Council voted against the resolution it was not

adopted.

A veto in the Security Council of a resolution on the Kashmir question does

not end either the responsibility of the two Governments or the responsibility

of the United Nations for continuing efforts for a peaceful settlement of the

Kashmir question, which remains a threat to international peace and security.

Nor do unilateral declarations by either of the parties end their obligations

contained in the interdependent agreed terms of their own two UNCIP resolutions

of 13 August 1943 and 5 January 1949.

PART VII

THE WISE USE OF THE TIME AND FJFKJRT WHICH WENT IKTO
WARS OF NEGOTIATIONS OK THP TWELVE PROPOSALS

It would be a waste of the time and patient negotiations of the able and

loyal representatives of the two Governments to disregard the 12 inter-

related proposals, on eight of which tentative agreements were reached as

the basis for further negotiations in the unresolved crucial issues. Instead of con-

tinuing the vicious circle of provocative statements made in both countries, violent

talk, charges and counter-charges regarding the unfavorable atmosphere, augmentation
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of fore®3, violations across the cease-fire line, violations of the international

borders and the tragedies of the fighting, it would be in the humane interests

of both peoples, on the basis provided by the 12 proposals, to take positive steps

for the restoration of the cease-fire line, as has been done bj the l»N, the procas-

tion of a favourable atmosphere, the withdrawal and reduction of forces in Kashrir

with due regard to the security of the State and the freedom of the plebiscite

in fulfillment of the provisions of the two UHCII* resolutions as negotiated with

and accepted by India and Pakistan under the auspices of the United Rations.

It mat not be overlooked that one of the roost fundamental proposals of the

two UNCIP resolutions was and is that the settlement of the Kashmir dispute would

be bwallots and not by ballets. In the continuing stalemate India and Pakistan

had their eeaae-fire for more than a decade and a half but the people of Kashmir

had nofr had their promised plebiscite under the auspices of the United Rations.

The truce was designed to provide for the withdrawal and related reduction of forces

on both sides of the cease-fire line and thus be the bridge from the cease-fire

to the plebiscite* It is ttost unfortunate that the previsions for the truce became

not the bridge between bub an obstruction between the cease-fire and the plebiscite.

As provided in the 12 proposals, is it not better to agree on the reconciling ways

of using the bridge rather than to take positions which fail to use the bridge as

the w&y to the plebiscite? The bridge, patiently constructed by the parties with

the aid of the original UN GojBBdssieaa, whatever be the imperfections, can be

effectively used by both GovernBents to get across the bridge over the deepening

and possibly cataclysmic abyss which divides the two Governments and separates the

cease-fire from the plebiscite, long promised to the people of Kashmir.

In recent years there was understandable concentration on the settlement of

the dispute over the distribution of the waters of certain rivers and canals. This

dispute over water rights in India and Pakistan has been of large consequence to
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both nations but is leas highly charged with emotion than the Kashmir dispute,

loaded as it is with bitterly unsettled differences which deeply divide and trag-

ically prevent the full co-operation indispensable for the full development of

both nations.

This agreement on the use of \*ater Is an example of the value of patient

negotiations in the settlement of disputes with guidance and suggestions by an

international agency of the United Nations. Following up the brilliant suggestion

of Kr. David Lillienthal, former Director of the TVA, for a co-operatiwe program

for the harneseing and productive use of the waters of the Indus River syateir for

the welfare of both peoples, the devoted representatives of the two nations neg-

otiated, under the able auspices of Mr. Eugene Black and his associates of the

tforld Bank, a Eagnificent $1,300,000,000 agreement, with financial participation

by India, Pakistan, the World Bank, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand

and West Germany, for large-scale and long-run hydro-electric, agricultural and

industrial development in India and Pakistan.

The water agreement, which was signed in Karachi on 19 September 1940 by

Prime Minister Kehru and President Ayub Khan, was a signal achievement to the honor

of both Governments and an advance in friendly co-operation and should contribute

to the settlement of the dispute over Kashmir.

The negotiations promoted by Prise Minister Harold Wilson of the United

Kingdom for the settlement of the dispute over the Kann of Kutch, exemplify

the productive values of such negotiations.

H<t to consider further, even in an exploratory way, the results, however

tentative, of the years of negotiations regarding the twelve proposals as the

basis for the negotiation of the reconciling of differences and the peaceful and

promised densocratic settlement of the Kashmir dispute, would be a misuse of time

in disregarding entirely any values of the devoted, patient and hopeful negotiations

over a period of years by sincere and able representatives of the Governments of

I
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India and Pakistan. To disregard any and all values of even tentative agreententG,

reached as a result of years oi' careful negotiations, would be to disre«ard the

faith and hopes of the people trtxo were promised not only a, cease-fire but also a

truce and a plebiscite, in accordance with the two UflCIP resolutions as accepted.

The replies of the two Governments to the exploratory interdependent twalve

proposals, as revised in my fourth and fifth reports, indicate the largest number

of tentative agreements for reconciling differences and iBplemnting provisions of

the two agreed UHC1P resolutions. The narrowing of the differences, the Hiking

more precise the differences and the development of a raoae favorable atmosphere

during the years of these negotiations, prepared the way for the summit conference

of the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan in August 1953. The failure of that

conference, with the continuation of the basic differences and tho loss of much

of the favorable atmosphere due to other developments, should not rtean that such

conferences thereafter would not be fruitful.

ABH&X 1

A.

The positions of the two Governments was summarised in 1949 in the final

report of the UN Commission as follows! (Document 3/1430, par&s. 800- 202)

" 200«,.... ThiL Indian Poaitien

"(&) India considers itself to be in legal possession of the
of JaBwai and Kashmir by virtue of the instrument of accession of
October 1947, signed by the Maharaja of the State and accepted
by the then Governor-General of India. From this basic promise,
that is, the legality of its presence 10 the State of its control
over it, there flow logically certain corollary attitudes. The
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assistance which Pakistan rendered to tribesmen who wade incursions
into the State constituted therefore a hostile act; the entry of elements
of the Pakistan regular arc.y into the State was an invasion of Indian
territory. India, lias its armies in Kashmir as a Batter of right and
controls the defence, ccaumunications, and external affairs of the State
as & consequence of the act of accession while Pakistan has no locjas
stand! (in Kashmir).
n(b) From the fact of accession flows India's claim to be responsible
for the security of the State; hence, the problem of demilitarisation
must take into account the importance of leaving in the State sufficient
Indian and State forces to safe-guard the State's security. A plebiscite
in the state would be for the purpose of confirming the accession which
is, in all respects already complete.

"(c) India's claim regarding the northern areas of the State is also
based on its fundamental argument. Its refusal to discuss with the
Pakistan Government or even to allow it to know the details of with-
drawal of the bulk of the Indian forces is not only in line with that
part of the resolution which provides for the prior withdrawal of
Pakistan troops, but follows on India's insistence that Pkistan is illegally
in Kashmir and has no rights in the matter. India's position on the
question of the A sad forces is not only bound up with India's preoccupa-
tion regarding the security of the State, but involves the principle that
forces which are in revolt against the Government of the State jauot be
disbanded and disarmed. The cardinal feature of India's position is its
contention that it is in Kashmir by right, and that Pakistan cannot aspire
to equal footing with India in the contest. The Govenuaent of India,
in its letter of 21 November to the Couanission, reiterated its position
and commented upon the arguments of Pakistan (annex 43).

.The Pakistan posiion

"(a) Pakistan bases its case on the contention that the accession of the
State of tJarranu and Kashmir to India is illegal* and denies that there IB
any basis whatsoever for India's contention that the legality of this
accession is "in fact the lav beyond question1* . This stand was first
stated in the Pakistan complaint before the Security Council in January
1943, and has been reaffirmed to the Commission as recently as on 1 October
1949 in a letter from the Minister of Kashmir Affairs, Government of
Pakistan (annex 42). Pakistan's main arguments for its case are the
following:

"(1) 'The State of Jacanu and Kashmir had eracuted a standstill agreement
with Pakistan on 1$ August 1947* which debarred the State frosa entering
into any kind of negotiation or agreement with any other country*.

"(2) 'The Kaharaja of Jamffiu and Kashmir had no authority left to execute
an instrument of accession on 26 October 1947, because his people had
successfully revolted, had overthrown his GovernBont, had compelled him
to flee from the Capital. '
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"(3) 'The act of accession was brought about by violence and fraud and
as such it was invalid afe jlnltle.*

"(4) 'The Maharaja's offer of accession was accepted by the Governor-
General of India on the condition that as aeon as lew and order had been
restored, the question of the accession of the State would be decided "by
a reference to the people*. The Indian Constitution Act does not
recognise a conditional accession. The action of the Maharaja and of
the govemBsent of India has, therefore, no validity in law.1

"(b) Pakistan states further that the A sad nsovanent -was indigenous and
spontaneous* the consequence of repression and ndsrule by the Kaharja's
Government. The tribal incursions were likewise spontaneous and were the
result of the reports of atrocities and cruelties perpetrated on the Muslin
peoples of Kashmir and the last Punjab. The entry of Pakistan fercee
Into KashBdr was necessary in order to protect its own territory from
invasion by Indian forces, to stem the movejasnt of large numbers of
refugees driven before the Indian Army into Pakistan, and to prevent the
Govexrateat of India fnwa presenting the world with a fait accoaipH by
taking possession of the entire State by force. Pakistan* quoting
clause 1 of the Consndeftion's resolution of 5 January 1949* to the effect
that the purpose of the Plebiscite was to determine whether Kashmir should
accede to India or to Pakistan, rejects the Indian view that the State of
JaBami and Kashmir is a part of India, a view which, Pakistan says, begs
the very question which ia in dispute. It is Pakistan's opinion that its
action in lending assistance to the people of Kashmir is far leas open to
criticism than was India's intervention to the request of an autocratic
ruler. Pakistan has, from the first presentation of its case before the
Security Council, contested the whole of the Indian thesis. It considers
itself as having equal status with the Government of India and being
entitled, as a partyto the dispute, to equal rights and considerations.

"(c) The elaia of Pakistan to equal status with India has had a direct
influence on its position regarding the problems posed by the implement a-
tion of the truce: in Pakistan's view the truce should establish a
balance of forces between the two parties, and Pakistan asks, therefore,
to be apprised of the plans of the withdrawal of the bulk of the Indian
forces before signing a truce agreement. It is Pakistan's opinion that
any disbanding and disarming of the Assad Kashmir forces, which are local
forces, should be balanced by a similar disposition of the State forces
or at least by a further reduction of the remaining Indian forces after
withdrawal of the bulk. As regards the northern area question, FfcfcUtan,
apart from other arguments based on factual considerations and on the
letter of the 13 August resolution, denies the claim of India to the
right to assume In those territories the defence of the State of Jaaajm
and Kashmir as a result of the established relations between India and
the State.
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v now it will have been ae«n that th« thm» principal issues have
in clear focus. They eiust tow aolvetf bafer© the two QoverRnwits

can FArid themselves able to agree to proc«e4 toward a final aettTew^nt.
of the dispute. Thews tosties la&y b« referred to as the withdrawal of
forces, the question of UMS Asa4 forces sad th© question of the northern
&raa* The first two issues ar» cloaelj interrelated} the third issue is
rather s*>r» independent. Theew issues have IjBeesse ferwtesntals in the
diapiite between India, and PskistaR over the State of Jaaasu aod
ti«e attitudea of both Qovemaents rei^arding the® et®s;8 fr®& the
which fens the basis of their cases."

B.
The AefeievcBieats ...of. th UK

Hie IJnitad Stations G«Mtssissi<»i, eospo««KS of reprsaentativsns of five t^erobcr nations,

r.elped tho two Cov®mK«ita to acltieve the provisions for a cease-fire, a truce «nd

a plebiscite aa set forth in Us® two UJ1CIP rsaolutiens. The CrinreitD&ent of India had

on 2u August 1.94& accepted the 13 August 1%8 resolution with ita prcviaione for a

c«as©-fire, for a true* and for consultations with ths 115 Cesraiesion on the equitabl®

conditions whereby tha fr«« will of th® people will be exprsss&i resardinf- the future

states of the State of Jaszm and Kasteir. Th« Gov*rBE»nt of Pakistan ha4 in effect

rejected the 13 August 19&S r^soMtiosi ^sd did act aco0|jt this r9®>lwti<aa until India

accoptod th« explicit proviai«ms for A plebiscite AS set forth in tho 5 January

resolution.

he rewwluticw of 13 Miguat 19fcS raado &B followst (5/3Jt30, p»jm. 132)

United KaticsiB Conaaiasion for India and

" Having given careful consideration te the poiixts of vi«w exprossad
by t&e mproeentfttlvas of India and Pakistan retarding the aitua-
ti«e in the State of JfamaA and Kashmir, and

"Being of the opinion that the prcm^vt cessation of hostilities and
th& ocrroatieB of coaditisoa th« c«antinisatnc® of which is likely to
endanger international peso* and daettrlt? are esssmtial to Afiiple-
sisaitation of its oadtaavetHns to assist the Gcwmmnts of India
Pakistan in -9ff«ctin|? a final settleaasat of the situation,

to submit BiBEaltaneouply to th® Qovsrm^nts of India and
n too following proposal:
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"Part I

"Cease fire order

"A.. The Governments of India and Pakistan agree that their
respective Hî i Commands will issue separately and simultaneously
a cease-fire order to apply to all forces vmder their control in
the State of Jaiaau and KashEdr as of the earliest practicable date
or dates to be mutually agreed upon within four days after these
proposals have been accepted by both Governments.

"B. The High Coisnands of the Indian and Pakistan forces agree
to refrain from taking any measures that itiight augjawnt the military
potential of the forces under their control in the State of Janorai
and Kashmir* (For the purpose of these proposals forces under
their control shall be considered to include all forces, organised
and unorganized, fighting or participating in hostilities on their
respective sides).

"C. The CoBfflsanders-in-Chief of the forces of India and Pakistan
shall promptly confer regarding any necessary local changes in
present dispositions which nay facilitate the cease-fire.

MD. In its discretion and as the GoromiSQion stay find practicable >
the Coffindssion will appoint MdLlit&ry observers who, under the
authority of the Conwrdsaion and with the co-operation of both
Consoanda, will supervise the observance of the cease-fire order.

"£. The Government of India and the Government of Pakistan agree
to appeal to their respective peoples to assist in creating and
Maintaining an atmosphere favourable to the proiftotion of further
negotiations .

"Part II

"Truce agreement

11 Simultaneously with the acceptance of the proposal for the insaadiate
cessation of hostilities as outlined in part I, both Governments
accept the following principles as a basis for the foraulation of &
truce agreement, the details of which shall be worked out in dis-
cussion between their re$̂ v&i&t&9$» and the Coasmission.

"A

"1. As the presence of troops of Pakistan in the territory of the
State of JaisiHu and Kashmir constitutes & material change in the
situation since it was represented by the Coverniaant of Pakistan
before the Security Council, the Government of Pakistan agrees to
withdraw its troops from the State.
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"2. The Ooveranient of Pakistan will use its best endeavour to
secure the withdrawal from the State of Jaiaau and Kashiuir of tribes-
men and Pakistan nationals not normally resident therein who have
entered the State for the purpose of fighting.

"3. Pending a final solution, the territory evacuated by the
Pakistan troopa will be administered by the local authorities under
the surveillance of the Commission.

»B

"1. When the Cossraiaaion shall have notified the Government of India
that the tribesmen and Pakistan nationals referred to in part II, A, 2
hereof have withdrawn, thereby terminating the situation which was
represented by the Government of India to the Security Council as
having occasioned the presence of Indian forces in the State of Jasana
and Kashmir, and further, that the Pakistan forces are being with-
drawn from the State of Jamiau and Kashmir, the Goverraient of India
agrees to begin to withdraw the bulk of its forces from that State
in stages to be agreed upon with the Commission.

"2. Pending the acceptance of the conditions for a final settle-
ment of the situation in the State of Jararau and Kashmir, the Indian
Government will maintain within the lines existing at the moment
of the cease-fire those forces of its Army which in agreement with
the CoBaidssion are considered necessary to assist local authorities
in the observance of law and order. The Commission will have observer0
stationed where it deems necessary.

"3. The GovernBwnt of India will undertake to ensure that the
GovernBant of the State of Jasaau and Kashmir will take all measures
within its power to stake it publicly known that peace, law and order
will be safe-guarded and that all hurcan and political rights will
be guaranteed.

"C.

"1. Upon signature, the full text of the truce agreement or a
communique containing the principles thereof as agreed upon between
the two Governmsnta and the Coauaiasion, will be made public.

M?*rt III

"The Government of India and the Governmnt of Pakistan reaffirm
their wish that the future status of the State of Jawou and Kashmir
shall be determined in accordance Kith the will of the people and
to that end, upon acceptance of the truce agreenssnt, both Govern-
meats agree to enter into consultations with the Cosaaission to
determine fair and equitable conditions whereby such free
expression will be assured."
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The resolution of 5 January 1949 reads as follows (S/H30, para. 143)

"the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan,

"Having received from the GovoraiRentB of India and Pakistan, in
cociffiunieations dated 23 December and 25 December 1948, respectively,
their acceptance of the following principles which are supplementary
to the Commission's resolution of 13 August 194#>

"1. The question of the accession of the State of Jaifflau and Kashmir
tc India or Pakistan will be decided through the democratic mthod
of a free and impartial plebiscite;

"2. A plebiscite will be held when it shall be found by the
CcMBdssion that the cease-fir© and truce arrangements set forth in
parts I and II of the Cojoaission's resolution of 13 August 1943
have been carried out and arrangements for the plebiscite have been

"3. (a) The Secretarŷ -General of the United Stations will, in
agreement with the CossaLssion, nominate a Plebiscite Administrator
who shall be a personality of high international standing and
commanding general confidence. He will be formally appointed to
office by the Government of Jarcmu and Kaehndrj

"(b) The Plebiscite Administrator shall derive from the State of
Janraa and Kashmir the powers he considers necessary for organizing
and conducting the plebiscite and for ensuring the freedom and
impartiality of the plebiscite {

"(c) The Plebiscite Administrator shall, have authority to appoint
such staff or assistant and observers as he stay require;

"(4) (a) After jjsplttsentation of parts I and II of the Co&sdssion's
resolution of 13 August 1943* and when the Consdssion is satisfied
that peaceful conditions have been restored in the State, the
Gojaaission and the Plebiscite Administrator will determine, in con-
sultation with the GovemHient of India, the final disposal of Indian
and. State anaed forces, such disposal to be with das regard to the
security of the State and the freedom of the plebiscite}

"(b) As regards the territory referred to in A, 2 of part II of
the resolution of 13 August, final disposal of the armed forces in
that territory will be determined by the Conaission and the
Plebiscite Administrator la consultation with the local authorities;
H5« All civil and military authorities within the State and the
principal political elements of the State will be required to
co-operate with the Plebiscite Administrator in the preparation for
and the holding of the plebiscite}
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"6. (a) All citizens of the State who have left it on account
of the disturbances will be invited and be free to return and to
exercise all their rights as such citizens. For the purpose of
facilitating repatriation thero shall be appointed two Consaissions,
one composed of nominees of India and the other of nominees of Pak-
istan. The CoEunissien shall operate under the direction of the
Plebiscite Administrator, the Governments of India and Pakistan
and all authorities within the State of JABOTA and Kashmir will
collaborate with the Plebiscite Administrator in putting this
provision into effectj

"(b) All persona (other than citizens of the State) who on or
since 15 August 1947 have entered it for other than lawful purposes,
shall be required to leave the State;

"7. All authorities within the State of Janmu and Kashmir will
undertake to ensure, in collaboration with the Plebiscite Administra-
tor, that:

"(a) There is no threat, coercion or intimidation, bribery or
other undue influence on the voters in the plebiscite;

"(b) Bo restrictions are placed on legitimate political activity
throughout the State. All subjects of the State, regardless of
creed, caste or party, shall be safe and free in expressing their
views and in voting on the question of the accession of the State
to India or Pakistan. There shall be freedom of press, speech
and assembly and freedom of travel in the State, including freedom
of lawful entry and exit)

"(e) All political prisoners are released;

"(d) Minorities in all parts of the State are accorded adequate
protection) and

"(e) There is no vlctindaation;

«8. The Plebiscite Administrator aay refer to the United Nations
CoEiHiiasion for India and Pakistan problems on which he may require
assistance, and the CoaaniBBion may in its discretion call upon
the Plebiscite Administrator to carry out on its behalf any of the
responsibilities with which it has been entrusted;

"9 At the conclusion of the plebiscite, the Plebiscite Administra-
tor shall report the result thereof to the Commission and to the
Government of Jamaa and Kashmir. The Goimaisaion shall then certify
to the Security Council whether the plebiscite has or has not been
free and impartial;
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"10. Upon the signature of the truce agreement, the details of
the foregoing proposals will be elaborated in the consultations
envisaged in part III of the Commission's resolution of 13 August
1948. The Plebiscite Administrator will be fully associated
in these consultations}

"Cosasaxuis the Qovenasants of India and Pakistan for their prompt
action in ordering a cease-fire to take effect from one minute
before rddnight of 1 January 1949, pursuant to the agreeamat
arrived at as provided for by the Commission's resolution of
13 August 1948; and

"Kesolves to return in the Immediate future to the sub-continent
to discharge the responsibilities ii&posed upon it by the
resolution of 13 August 1948 and by the foregoing principles."

C.

Leftters and. AJdee-ffeiBoirp Coa.tainftnff the Acceptance by
India of thgJPwo URCIP Resolutiqna OR tdh|.ch» .....For

peb̂ te on the MoKaughtoa, Report.

The letter of the Prime Minister of India, dated 20 August 1943 accepting

the 13 August 1948 resolution reads aa followst (3/1100, para. 78)

"1. On 17 August, my colleague, the Minister without Portfolio,
and I discuseed with you and your colleagues of the ConoBiseion
now in Delhi the resolution which you had presented to us on the 14th
instant. On the 18th, I had another discussion with you, in the
course of which I tried to explain to you the doubts and difficul-
ties which rcezabers of ay GovsrniHant, and representatives of the
Government of Kaahsdr wheat we consulted, had felt as a result of
a preliminary bat careful examination of the Commission's proposals.

"2. During the several conferences that we had with the Commission
when it first caffid to Delhi, we placed before it what we considered
the basic fact of the situation which had led to the conflict in
Kashmir. This fact was the unwarranted aggression, at first indirect
and subsequently direct, of the Pakistan Government on Indian Dominion
territory in Kashmir. The Pakistan GovernRent denied this although
it was eesa&on knowledge. In recent Bseofcha, very large forces of the
regular Pakistan Army have further entered Indian Union territory in
Kaahndr and opposed the Indian Amy which was sent there for the de-
fence of the State. This, we understand now, is admitted by the
Pakistan Government, and yet there has been at no tiiae any intimation
to the Government of India by the Pakistan Government of this invasion.
Indeed, there has been & continual denial and the Pakistan Government
have evaded answering repeated inquiries from the Government of India.
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" In accordance with the resolution of the Security Council of
the United Nations adopted on 17 January 1948, the Pakistan Government
ahould have infomed the Council immediately of any material change in
the situation while the saatter continued to be under the consideration
of the Council. The invasion of the State by large forces of the
regular Pakistan Amy was a very material change in the situation, and yet
no information of this was given, so far as we know, to the Security
Council.

" The Commission will appreciate that this conduct of the Pakistan
GovenaaeBt is not only opposed to all moral codes as well as later*
national law and usage, but has also created a very grave situation. It
is only the earnest desire of sny GowRaaant to avoid any extension of the
field of conflict and to restore peace, that has let us to refrain from
taking any action to asset the new situation that was created by this further
intrusion of Pakistan armies into Jatnnu and Kashmir State. The presence
of the Cossaiasien In India has naturally led us to hope teat any arrange*
mont sponsored by it would deal effectively with the present situation
and prevent any recurrence of aggression.

*3» Since our oeeting of 18 August, we have given the CooaaLssion's
resolution our saost earnest thought. There are many parts of it which
we should have preferred to be otherwise and more in keeping with the
fundamental facts of the situation, especially the flagrant aggression
of the Pakistan Government on Indian Onion territory. We recognise,
however, that, if a successful effort is to be Bade to create satisfactory
conditions for a solution of the Kashair problem without further bloodshed,
we should concentrate en certain essentials only at present and seek safe-
guards in regard to them. It was in this spirit that I placed the follow-
ing considerations before lour Excellency.
n(l) That paragraph A, 3 of part II of the resolution ahould not be
interpreted, or applied in practice, so as

"(a) To bring into question the sovereignty of the Jameu and Kashmir
Government over the portion of their territory evacuated by Pakistan
troops]

«(b) To afford any recognition of the so-called Aaad Kashmir Government; or

(c) To enable this territory to be consolidated in any way during the
period of truce to the disadvantage of the State.

tt(2) That from our point of view the effective insurance of the security
of the State against external aggression, from which Kashmir has suffered
so ffiuch during the last ten months, was of the nest vital significance and
no less important than the observance of internal lav and order, and that,
therefore, the withdrawal of Indian troops and the strength of Indian forces
maintained in Kashmir should be conditioned by this overriding factor.

•Ml
'-«»•
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" Tbuo at any tiae the strength of the Indian forces maintained in
Kashadr should be sufficient to ensure security against any fono of
external aggression as well aa internal disorder.

"(3) That as regards part III, should it be decided to seek a solution
of the future of the State by means of a plebiscite, fttkistan should have
no part is the organisation and conduct of tite plebiscite or in any other
natter of internal administration in the State.

"4. If I understood you correctly, A, 3 of part II of the resolution
does not envisage the creation of any of the conditions to which we
have objected in paragraph 3 (l) of this letter. In fact, you made
it dear that the CosaLsalon tots not competent to reoog&i«e the
sovereignty of any authority over the evacuated areas other than that
of the «hu9stt and lashnir Government*

" As regards paragraph 3 (2), the pawoEoant need for security is
recognised by the CeomissiQn, and the time when the withdrawal of
Indian forces free the State is to begin, the stages in which it is to
be carried out and the strength of Indian forces to be retained in the
State, are Batters for settlement between the Cosasdesion and the
Government of India.

* Finally, you agreed that part III, a» formulated, does not in any
nay recognise the right of Pakistan to have any part in a plebiscite.

"5. In view of this clarification, &y Government, animated by a
sine*** desire to promote the cause of peaoe and thus to uphold the
principles and the prestige af the United Hations, have decided to
accept the resolution.

(Signed) JawaharlAl Schru
r̂iffle Minister, India."

The reply of the Coalman of the US Ccnaaission, dated 25 August 1943

reads as followsi (S/11DO, para. 79)
u I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your ceaannication
dated 20 August 1%6 regarding the tones of the resolution of the
United Kations Ge9aei»si«fn for India and BtUdstaa which the
presented to you on 34 August
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» The Commission requests m» to convey to Tour Excellency its
view that the interpretation of the resolution as expressed in
paragraph k of your letter coincides with its own interpretation,
it beitt£ understood that as regards point (1} (c) the local people
of the evacuated territory will hare freedom of legitimate political
activity. In this connexion, the tern evacuated territory refers
to those territories in the State of Jamrau and Kashmir vhich are
at present under the effective control of the Pakistan High

" The Commission wishes me to express to Your Excellency ita sincere
satisfaction that the Government of India has accepted the resolution
and appreciates the spirit in which this decision haa been taken.

(signed) Joseph Korbel
Chairman"

The letter of the Prime Minister of India regarding the northern areas,

also dated 20 August 1948, reads as follows: (S/1100, para.

"30. The Prime Minister of India submitted another letter, dated 20 August,
the contents of which, according to the statement of Sir Girja S. Bajpai,
were not to be considered aa a condition to the acceptance of the
CoHaaJaeioa*e resolution by the Government of India. The text of the
letter followst

" You will recall that in our interview with the Commission on 17 August,
1 dealt at SOB* length with the position of the sparsely populated and
mountainous region of the Janaau and Kashmir State in the north. The
authority of the Government of Jajaznu and Kashmir over this region as a
whole has not been challenged or disturbed, except by roving bands of
hoatiles, or in some places like Skardu which have been occupied by
irregulars or Pakistani troops. The Coumdasion's resolution, as you
agreed in the course of our interview on the ISth, does not deal with the
problem of administration or defence in this large area. We desire that,
after Pakistani troops and irregulars have withdrawn from the territory,
the responsibility for the administration of the evacuated areas should
revert to the Government of Januau and Kashmir and that for defence to us.
(The only exception that we should be prepared to accept would be Gilgit.)
We must be free to maintain garrisons at selected points in this area for the
dual purpose of preventing the incursion of tribesmen, who obey no authority,
and to guard the raain trade routes from the State into Central Asia.

(Signed) Jawaharlal Kehm
Prime Minister, India"

Th« reply of the UN Commission dated 25 August 1943 reads as follows

(S/1100, para. SI)
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" I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of
20 August 1948 relating to the sparsely populated and mountainous region
of the State of Jamrau and Kashmir in the north.
11 The Cojsnisflion wishes me to confirm that, due to the peculiar con-
ditions of this area* it did not specifically deal with the military aspect
of the problem in its resolution of 13 August 1948. It believes, however,
that the question raised in your letter could be considers!in the
ifitpleneantation of the resolution.

(signed) Josef Korbel
Chairman*1

Acceptance by the Government of India of the 5 -January 1949 resolution is con-

tained in Annex 4 of the UN Commission»s second report (S/1196). This annex

should be read in ita entirety.

Excerpts from this Annex related to withdrawal of the Pakistan forces and the

large-scale disarming and disbanding of the Azad Kashmir forces read as follows:

"Annex 4

"CoiwRunication dated 23 December 1943 froB the Government of India
addressed to Mr. Alfredo Loaano, Representative, United Nations
CoBBBigaion for India and Pakistan

»Kev Delhi, 23 December 1943

H I have already forwarded to you authentic copies of two aide-jseaoire
embodying the substance of your discussions with the Priioe Minister
of India. On the basis of the explanation given by you of the
Cosffldssion's plebiscite proposals and the understanding arrived at in the
course of the conversations between you and the Prise Kiniater, the
Government of India, animated by a sincere desire for a peaceful
settlement of the Kashmir Dispute and by thair willingness to assist
the United Nations Ceaoaiasion in achieving this objective have decided
to accept the proposals.
• * e

"Aide-memoire 1
"21 December 194S

• * *

"2. The Prime Minister drew attention to Pakistan's repeated acts of
aggression against India. In spite of the presence of Pakistani
troops in Jaiaau and Kashmir, which is Indian territory now, and the
offensive action of Pakistani troops, the Government of India had
accepted the CoanaiBsion's resolution of 13 August. Pakistan had not
accepted that resolution.
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" In paragraph 143 of its report (3/1100) the CosBidssion has referred
to its conference with the Prtae Minister on the conditions attached
by the Govttrtu&ant of Pakistan to its acceptance of the resolution of
13 August. As stated in paragraph 144 of the report, the Prim Minister
had informed the Commission that he stood on his original premises that
the PWtiatani forces »aust be withdrawn from the State before the aovemaent
of India could consider any further stops. Thia had specific x-eferenee
to an amplification of part III of the resolution of 13 August.

" Nevertheless, the Government of India had agreed to informal con-
versations in Paris which had resulted in the formulation of the
proposals now put forward by the Garaaisslon. The Government of India
naturally wondered how far thia process of rejection of proposals put
forward by the CoKiaission by Pakistan and the adoption of a
responsive attitude on the part of the QovernBsnt of India towards th«
009(011931071*9 proposals could continue. The CoBsdaaion jsust realise that
there were limits to the forbearance and spirit of conciliation of the
Government of India.

" The Prim Minister emphasized firstly that, if the Govanaasnt of
India were to accept the Commission's plebiscite proposals, no action
could be taken in regard to the» until parts I and II of the Commission's
resolution of 13 August had been fully iropleraentedf secondly that, in
the event of Pakistan not accepting these proposals or, having accepted
thesi, of not iffiplstnenting parts I and II of the resolution of 13 August,
the Indian Government̂  acceptance of then; should not be regarded as in
any way binding upon them; and thirdly, that part III of the Commission's
resolution of 13 August provided 'that the future status of the State of
Janaaa and Kashmir shall be determined in accordance with the will of the
people and to that end, upon acceptance of the truce agreawAnt, both
Governments agree to enter into consultation with the GoBaaission to
determine fair and equitable conditions whereby such free expression will
be assured. '

" The present proposals appeared to limit the Bethod of ascertain-
ing the will of the people regarding the future status of the State of
Jacaai and Kashmir to a plebiscite. While the Governawnt of India
adhered to their position in regard to a plebiscite, they had pointed
out that, in view of the difficulties of holding a plebiscite in present
conditions in Kashndr, other methods of ascertaining the wish of the
people should also be explored. The Comission had itself recognised the
difficulties of carrying out a plebiscite in Kashndr. The Genrenment of
India feel that the exploration of other raothods should not be ruled out.

"B.4 (b) The PrtaaKinister drew attention the the fact that Aaad Kashmir
forces which had/ariid and equipped by Pakistan and were under the oper-
ational ccwaand of the Pakistani anoy ran into tens of thousands. Their
presence in the territories referred to in A.3 of part II of the resolution
of 13 August even after dsr&obllisation, would be a constant threat to the



territory wnder the control of Indian and State forces, a (Seterrsnt
to the return of &any refugees, aad a& obstacle to th» free «.*••
;jre«s»ion of opinion. re<sar4in& th« future status of the Stat*. by
tijose whs BdF.ht be opposed to the ac&sssicn of the fttateto Pakistana.
:-'.r. Lomno pointed cut that it was the Gosa&iaeion's Intention that
tfcere should be lar$9-scal» dtaarjcing; of them forces, tbeagi; it would
not bo poeaible to require withdrawal, fros th«m« territories, of

iafeaMtattte of tfcase areas.

"22

"Kr. Losssno *nd Kr. Colfean &*t U<« 7»rl[s» Minister at 11 ».»..
Hosourttble Shri £i. GopalaswstEd Ajyar^er, Sir Sirja Sbanlssr
and Mr. Pl&i vore also
W2. Kr* Losaao eaid the ai*»-eoKoir« of th« oonf0»mo» which took
place on Head&y, 20 £tec«!*«r, wan a correct account of the proceedings.
He Bu#g»9ted, however, that the phrase a large-seal « dlsantiRg* of the
A sad Ka«hBBir foraetst used In the portion of tho al<le*«!en<elre <teali»e
with i''.4 (b) el the CcEBftdssicsi1* plebiaelto p«jpoaal» did net, perhaps,
rwpresettt the CojBBdealon^ Intention, '̂ iiafe the CoatEisaiera had in sdad
«as the dtahanttiiag of tiaeee fioreeej dlaarmiuf , it was a»ettE«d, would
follow.

* The "rlste Molater pointed m*t that dlBbaxsteeist was not the
tbiivg as <Ji®aunE4Ef . flaklsrt*n had naie®«l ^»«t!i4n^ lite
battalions of 29rOiX« to 30,00-0 K^I who ncv fcit^l part of the Aaod
l-:aabsdr fereee* the progesutt of such a largo s&miasr &£ «ur
eves if the regular foxm&tio^s wore ditbaR^wl,, wmild neti be
to eaeurittg either tha eeo&rit^ of that jmrt ef .laisEaj *x& Kaatedr which
is Mrtder the control of Indian atag ft&t« fences, or tfc« setmrity of
tteese in^iabitsnts «f the territories raferred to in A .3 of part II
of the nwaolutriofc of 13 Auijuat who rfld sot fttllj 9ubeeH.be to or
the politisal views of pre-^aleistmn

»• Moreover^ tS» <^@eticn of the ra-eutry into t>teee territories of
?tate citiiMms «ho bad left it en aoeount of the present conflict had
to be toept is ecdBd« With such al&rg:a nmsber of Bsaat^rs of the Aaad
Kaahiair forces under »««, fo««!«r iithabitasts of theae territories
who held different political views wowM ttot <3are to r$«eater and would
therefore be debarred frost partieijsaUojn in a *fr»e atid is^Mfcrtial*
pl«bieeit«. la irtaw of tbi« explaimtJUm, Mr. Le«atu» &cree4 Utat the
phraea »Jars»-seal» disaming' should t« n»^&r4sd as eorreetljr
ing the Cceislseioo*©

Wie ceaae-fir» %oa carried <mt aad f&Jdefca&i fercee, hostile
aoct s^skisrtasi nati^aals 'stho had ^tt^ntd the State for puz$KUt

of figiitiKg hi4 witMra*f«i, tfesre could not b«, in th® feetritori«s
to in A.3 of part II of tfe® r®»el«iti«i& of 13 August, any local authorities
with whom plebiscite «rran^e»ant» oould be
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" B.9 Correction B1&7 as at present worded, could be interpreted
to ntMua that consultations with the Plebiscite Administrator should
start immediately on the signature of the truce. This clearly was
not feasible. Mr. Loaano and Mr* Colban pointed out that, when
the paragraph in question was drafted, all these considerations
were not present to the mind of the Conxdesion. The Commission,
according to Mr. Loeano, had assumed that, since the Prime Minister
of India had informed the Commission, two days after it had placed
before him the condition attached by the Government of Pakistan to
their acceptance of the resolution of 13 August, that he stood on
his original previses that the Pakistani forces mist b4 withdrawn
front the State before the Government of IirtJLa could consider any
further steps, action in relation to B.9 /correction B.l£/ would
be feasible only after satisfactory progress had been sade with the
implementation of part II of the resolution of 13 August."

The assurance given India regarding the large-scale disarming and disbanding

of the Assad Kashmir forces Is set forth in UNCIP's third report as follows:

(S/1430, para. 204)

"204* At the time that the Commission adopted the resolution of
13 August 1948 it had reason to believe that the Assad forces did
not constitute a properly organised and equipped military force and that
consequently their disposal, once the Pakistan Army had withdrawn fro&
the State, would not constitute a mjor difficulty. In accepting the
13 August resolution, India apparently agreed that these forces could
be dealt with after the truoe because effective. Four nontha later,
during the conversations which immediately preceded the Conaission's
resolution of 5 January 1949, the Go-roramsnt of India stressed the
importance it attached to the disbanding and disandng of those forces
as a condition vital to the holding of a plebiscite. The Commission
agreed that a large-scale reduction and disarming of the Asad forces
should take place. Provision for this was cade in the resolution of
5 January as follows: 'As regards the territory referred to in A, 2
of part II of the resolution of 13 August, final disposal of the A rated
forces in that territory will be determined by the Commission and the
Plebiscite Administrator in consultation with the local authorities.* "
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D

C, Doomneivt Contsiin-ljnjc Acceptance by Pakistan

Acceptance by Pakistan is contained In Annex 5 of Document S/1196 with its

two coiraaunications, which should be read in their entirety. Communication (l)

contains the acceptance of the Government of Pakistan and roads as follows »

"Annex 5

dated 25 December 1948, from the Coverment
of Pakistan addressed to Mr. Alfredo Lezano, Representative,
United Nations Consaisaion for India and Pakistan

"CoiHminioation (l)
"Karachi, 25 Deceiver 1%«

u I have the honour to refer to Hr. Korbel'o letter of 11 December
enclosing the Geeaniesion's proposals in amplification of its reso-
lution of 13 August. These proposals, together with the memorandum
enbodying the elarifieationa furnished by you, the text of which was
confirmed in your letter of this afternoon, have been carefully
considered by the Pakistani Government.

"2, The views of the Pakistani Government with regard to the basic
principle* for a plebiscite and the conditions which would ensure its free
don and impartiality, have been explained to the Commission and have been

of 4$ J*oveinber and 5 Qecember
11 It will be appreciated that the Cojaaission's present proposals, as
clarified and elucidated by you, fall very abort of what the Pakistani
Government consider necessary for ensuring a free and impartial plebiscite.
The Pakistan Government note, however, that the Commission seeks to achieve
this result mainly through investing the Plebiscite Administrator with all
the powers he considers necessary for organizing and conducting the
plebiscite and for ensuring its freedom and impartiality.

" In order to secure that the proposals under consideration should achieve
the objective for which they are deaî ied, it is imperative that the Pleb-
iscite Administrator should be & person of the highest integrity. The
Pakistani Government trust that the Coimlssion and the Secretary-General of
the United Nations will nominate a person cestpetent in every respect adequately
to discharge the heavy responsibility that would be laid upon him under the
Ccsmisslen'e proposals.
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"3. While these proposals contain features which the Pakistani
Government cannot regard as satisfactory or adequate, yet in
their keen desire in the present world situation to assist in the
ttsainteoance and promotion of international peace and security
by bringing about a peaceful solution to the Kashmir dispute, they
have authorized me to inform you that they accept the Cojemiasion's
proposals of 11 December, as explained and elucidated by you,

(signed) 2afrullah Khan
Minister for foreign Affairs
and CoKsnonwe&lth Relations,
Government of Pakistan.M

The CopaproiBiee Propesaj-a, ofr UNpIF for Breaking the Deadlock
Over (l) The Aaad Kashmir Foroeĝ  (,2) The Belated WjjMrawal.

Northern Areas,

In seeking to help the two Governments reach an agreement on the ways of

carrying cut the agreed provisions of the two resolutions, the Conuaisaicn found a

deadlock had developed over the meaning and effectuation of the terms of the two

resolutions.

The Summary Analysis of the Main Problems made by the Commission in their third

and final report to the Security Council, will be found on pages 36-60 (S/H30),

their Conclusions on pages 60-62, and their Recommendations on pages 62-63.

In their Analysis of the Main Problems, in addition to the susaaary of basic

positions of India and Pakistan, already recorded above, as quoted from pages 36-39,

the Commission analyzed toe problems of the Aaad Kaahsdr forces on pages 39-4.6, the

problem of the withdrawal of forces on pages 46-52, and the problem of the

Northern Areas on pages 53-60.

After ineffectual informal efforts to Esediate these differences over carrying

out the provisions of part II of the 13 August 1948 resolution, the UN Commission

on 15 April 1949 formally proposed to the respective two Governments a package of

interdependent proposals which the Commission considered a fair compromise of
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... the differences over (1) the withdrawals and reductions of forces, (2) the

Assad forces, and (3) "the Northern Areas". The proposals

were as follows: (Document 8/14*30, Appendix to Annex 17, pp. 103, 104, 105*}

"Proposals presented to the Governments of India and Pakistan on
the implementation of part II of the Cosaaission's resolution of
13 August 1948.

"the Government of Pakistan agrees with the Ccmaiasion thatt

"A. 1, The Pakistan troopa will iaanediately begin to withdraw from the
territory of the State of Jamaai and Kashmir as follows i

" (a) During the first three weeks twenty infantry battalions,
plus the corresponding proportion of artillery and supporting units,
will be withdrawn.

" (b) During the following fortnight the reminder of the Pakistan
troops will be withdrawn, with the exception of eight infantry
battalions.

" (c) By the end of the seventh week, the total of the Pakistan
troopa, including their ajamanition, stores and material, will have
left the territory of the State.

" 2. The Government of flakistan« having secured the withdrawal from
the territory of the State of Jawmi and Kashsdr of the tribesmen, shall
secure the withdrawal of any of the Pakistan nationals still in the
territory of the State and not noroally resident therein, who have
entered the State for the purpose of fighting.

"3. The territory evacuated by the Pakistan troops will be ad-
uiiniotered by the local authorities under the surveillance of the
Commission and without prejudice to the sovereignty of the State.

"The Government of India agrees with the Cosiadssion that:

"B. 1. As soon as the Coaaniasicn shall have notified the Government of
India that the tribesmen and tits Pakistan nationals not normally resident
in Jaraau and Kashmir territory, who haw entered the State for the purpose
of fighting, have withdrawn, and that the ffekiatan troops are being
withdrawn from the State of J«BBBH and Kashadr, the Indian Army will
begin to withdraw the bulk of its forces in stages submitted to the
Indian Government by the CewBdseien. The schedule of the withdrawal
of Indian forces will be published by the Comodssion isnaediately after
the acceptance of these proposals by both Governments.
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"C. 1. The operations mentioned in the above paragraphs A ami B will
be carried out under the surveillance of the Cowtaisaion's Kilitary Adviser.

"0. 1. A cease-fire line, based upon the factual position0 occupied
by the respective ancles on 1 January 1949* haa been fixed by the CousijisBion,
and is traced In yellow on the map annexed. Between Ghakothi and Titwal and
from Ottoman to the north of Dras, the line shall be demarcated as soon as
possible by the Military Adviser of the Commission. The aeaee-fire line
shall eliminate all no-man's land and shall be demarcated on the ground by
agreement between the respective local Commanders, assisted by the Coro-
iniagion*s Military observere. That line shall, to the greatest extent possible,
follow easily recognisable features on the ground.

' 2. The CoBBiissien authorizes its Military Adviser to decide, without
apoeal, local adjust&ients of the cease-fire line.

" 3. the Commission will have observers stationed where it deems necessary.
In the sparsely populated and mountainous region of the territory of Jaarau
and Kashmir in the north, observers will be stationed who, in the event that the
defence of this territory becomes necessary, will so advise the Gosmdsslon.
The Commission, in this case, or at the request of the Governir«nt of India,
cay agree that the Government of India post garrisons at specified points of.
this area.

"fl. 1. All land adnes will be immediately lifted by the side which sowed
them.

"2. There will be free use of the roads throughout the State for refugee
utovei&ents, refugee toaintenanoe and for all other non-eilitary purposes.
There will also be free use of all the waterways for all non-ndlitary
purpoaes.

"3. All prisoners of war will be released within one month.

"4. All emergency laws promulgated as a consequence of hostilities will
be repealed within one month, and all political prisoners arrested or pros-
ecuted under these laws, whether condemned or net, will be released during
the same period.

"F. 1. These provisions are without prejudice to the territorial integrity
and the sovereignty of the State of Jananu and Kashmir.

" 2. These provisions do not affect in any way the functions and
powers of the Plebiscite Administrator."

This package of proposals as a whole was not accepted by either India or

Pakistan.

The Commission then submitted, on 2 May 19A9, a second package of proposals

revised to Keet SOH® of the objections raised by one and the other of the two



Governments. Thia package of proposals as a whole, which also Included proposals

regarding the Northern Areas -was also rejected by both Governments.

The cowmencts of the UN Commission regarding withdrawal and reduction of

forces, as proposed in their catcproaifle proposals, were set forth in their

final report as follows: (Document S/1430, paras. 238 - 250)

"230. In an effort to rasat the request of the Government of India with
respect to the Aaad forces, the Ccanoission introduced a provision under
which it would enter into consultations with the local authorities for
the disposal of those forces issasdiately upon the acceptance of the truce
terns. Although the period for the withdrawal of Pakistan forces was
isaintained at seven weeks, provision was made for its extension to three
ftontha in order to allow the Pakistan Army to participate in the reorganiza-
tion of the Aaad forces, should decisions be reached during the consulta-
tions. The Commission still could not laeet Pakistan's deinand that it be
informed of the withdrawal plans for the Indian forces, but it informed
the Pakistan Government that the withdrawals would be faithful, to the
Commission19 resolution of 13 August and would represent a coordination
in timing which, in the Coraaiasion's view, would constitute a synchronised
action.

"239. In replying to the Conadselon's truce terms of 28 April (annex 21)
the Govezmeat of India did not specifically deal with the question of
withdrawals, but in a further reply to the truce terms dated 1? June
(annex 50) the Indian Government presented its own scheme for the with-
drawal of its forces, reaffirming its reference to the interdependence
of the phasing of the withdrawal of Indian forces and the progress cade
with the disbanding and dLsareing of the Azad Kashmir forces. ladia asked
that its scheme not be cosmmieated to the Qevwrmeat of Pakistan until a
truce agreement had been arrived at. The Indian plan was, in the opinion
of the Cosaaissioa, far from a ftolfilisent of India's undertaking under the
terms of the 13 August resolution*

"240. The response of the Gevernvent of Pakistan to the 28 April truce
terms (annex 49) deals at length with the withdrawal problem as con-
ceived by the Pakistan Goverraaent. Again the obstacles to Pakistan's
acceptance of the truce tares refer mainly to the synchronisation of the
withdrawals in accordance with a program which can only be achieved,in
Pakistan's view, if both High CoBsraande have full information with respect
to each withdrawal. The Pakistan Government*e letter pointed out that
the tenoo as presented to it gave no information as to the strength and
composition of the Indian forces vhiah were to be withdrawn, of the tinea
during which the Indian forces would withdraw from the State, or of the
stages of withdrawal of the Indian forces. Complaining of the lack of
information, the Pakistan Government stated that:
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11 'The only fact known to them, namely that the time allowed for
the withdrawal of the bulk of the Indian forces is longer than the time
allowed for the withdrawal of the Pakistan Army, appears to them to
nullify the provision for a synchronized withdrawal promised by the
Commission and to create a disequilibrium of forces after the period
of seven weeks allowed for the withdrawal of the Pakistan Army.'

"241. Pakistan has been consistent throughout in ita contention that
the withdrawal of the forces on the two sides should be synchronized,
that is, in the opinion of the Pakistan Government, that they should
take place simultaneously and be arranged in such a manner as to obtain
a balance between the remaining forces. This position is fundamentally
opposed to the contention of the Government of India and has proved
irreconcilable with it. The Pakistan Government bases this position on a
statement contained_in a memorandum annexed to a letter from the Commission
of 27 August 1948 /S/1100, annex 227. The Government of Pakistan had re-
quested an indication from the Commission of the manner in which the
Commission proposed 'to secure a synchronized and simultaneous withdrawal
of, the Pakistan forces and the bulk of the Indian forces from the vState'
Ŝ/1100, annex 2£/. The Commission, in replying, quoted part II, B, 1
of the resolution to indicate that no simultaneity was intended, and added
that synchronization would be arranged between the respective High Commands
and the Commission.

"242. The Commission's reply regarding synchronization cannot be
interpreted out of the context of the resolution, which, as has been
pointed out, draws a distinction between the withdrawal of Indian and
Pakistan forces, Pakistan troops are to begin to withdraw in advance of
the Indian troops and their withdrawal is not conditioned on Pakistan's
agreement to the plan of the Indian withdrawal. The Commission's reference
to synchronization should be interpreted to mean that discussions with the
Government of India concerning the withdrawal of the bulk of its forces
would ensu.e without delay and lead to the establishment of a time sequence
for the two withdrawals agreed upon between the respective High Commands and
the Commission after the acceptance of the truce terms by both Governments.
The Commission was not able to share the view of the Government of Pakistan
that the only method of assuring this form of synchronization was by the
full and free exchange of information between the Indian and Pakistan
Governments regarding withdrawal plans. It was feasible in the Commission's
judgment, and the Commission's military adviser had had this in mind, that
the arrangements could be coordinated and supervised by the mediation party,
namely, the Commission, so as to cause the two withdrawals to represent
a dual operation which would be coordinated in timing and would result in a
military situation in the State which was not such as to place either side
at a disadvantage.
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" 243 • The Pakistan Government could not in reason expect, nor could the
Coawaiasion have granted, a "synchronisation1' which would have been incoarpatible
with th* terms of the resolution of 13 August* That resolution does not
suggest that Pakistan should be entitled to cake its withdrawals conditional
upon the fact of the consultations envisaged between the ConsnisBion and the
Government of India having led to an agreed schedule of withdrawal of Indian
troops. What Pakistan could expect would be that assurance should be made
that the withdrawals of the two armed forces would be arranged and carried
out in such a way as to prevent the creation of a situation which night
constitute an opportunity for one or the other party to reopen the hostilities.
The danger of such an eventuality should not be overesphasiged.

"244. The Commission did take into account Pakistan's concern that the with-
drawal should be synchronized. It repeatedly assured the Pakistan Government
that this would be evident in the agrowsant itself, and it ssuat be noted
that the terras were to be published in full immediately upon the acceptance
of the two Governments. The withdrawal plan for the Indian forces, a part
of that agreement, was consequently to be published in advance of implementa-
tion by either side.

"245* As has been seen from the discussion of the Aaad problem, and froci the
foregoing discussion on withdrawals, India is not prepared to withdraw such
part of her forces in Kashmir as »i$vt be characterized as the "bulk",
whether measured quantitatively or qualitatively, unless agreement with
'̂ kistan on the large-scale disbanding and disarsdngr of the Aaad forces is
reached. Indeed, the Indian Government no longer discusses the withdrawal
of its forces in terms of their "bulk" alone. Changes in the military
situation in the State have occurred which, in the view of the Government of
India, wast condition the strength of forces which India can withdraw from the
State and whioh, in its opinion, Btust be taken into account in applying the
terms of part II of the resolution. The importance which the Goverment of
India attaches to these changes has sc conditioned the forces it is willing
to withdraw, that the Commission has been unable to agree on a plan which
would co*g>ly with the provisions of part II of the resolution of 13 August 1948.

"246. As long as the Government of India maintained its position that
Pakistan should not have information regarding the nature and tiffing of the
Indian withdrawal before acceptance of the truce by both parties, and as long
as Pakistan considers that this information alone will vouchsafe beforehand
that synchronisation in the withdrawals is provided for, the prospects for an
implementation of the truce are remote.

"247. The Cooadssion has tried to obtain India's agreement to communicate to
Pakistan the Indian proposals, or in any event the GcBSHdssion's proposals,
but without success. In its last communication to the Commission on the
subject (annex 51) the Government of India reiterated its stand that the
question of the forces whioh India should retain in the State was a ssatter
entirely between the Cocardaaion and India.
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"2tt3. Replying to the Commission's proposal that the issues relating
to the inple»»ntation of part II of the 13 August resolution be
settled by arbitration, the Govem&ent of India reaffirmed this
position. In Its letter of 8 Beptenber 1949 (annex 36} the Govern-
ment of India stated that: 'Once ways and means for the large-scale
disbanding and disarming of the Assad forces have been agreed upon,
the Government of India anticipate no difficulty in reaching agree—
rent with the Coamission as provided for in B.I of part II of the
resolution of 13 August 1943, about the phasing of the withdrawal
of their forcee from the State. Mor would they raise any objection
to the Pakistan Government being informed of the programme of the
withdrawal of Indian forces one* the question of the disbanding and
disarming of the Asad forces has been disposed of and Pakistan hae
begun to withdraw its forces.'

"249. In essence, the problem of the withdrawals lies in the fact
that the sequence for the demilitarisation of the State, as con-
tained in the CoBuaission's resolutions of 13 August 1948 and
5 January 1949» is not adequate to solve the present situation.
The situation in the State has changed) the resolutions rejnain
unchanged. Again in this question, the Coxmlssion endeavoured to find
jfieans of reaching an agreement without contravening the tersns of the
resolution; bat, taking into account the changes that have occurred
in the situation, it found that the Qoverassats were strict in
adhering to the letter of those el&uses which tcet their position.

"250. The conclusion to be drawn from the experience of the Com-
ndesion during the past year, and from the attitudes of the two
Governments as regards the withdrawal problem, is clear? develop-
ments in the State daring the past year necessitate a modification
in the original plan of demilitarisation. Such a Kodiflcation
must treat tfre problem of de&ilitarieation as a whole, eliminating
all distinctions and comprising all questions concerning the final
disposal of all arced forces in the State of Jaaaau and Kashmir.11

G

The Qaeetion of the Northern Areas

The question of the Northern Areas was referred to in paragraphs

30 and 81 on page 37 of the UN Cortaaiasion's first report (Document S/1100). These

paragraphs quote the letter of the Prta® Minister of India regarding the Northern

areas and the reply of the Chairman of the UH Coassiesien. These paragraphs are

already quoted in this report on pages 43 and 44.
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Regarding the question of the Northern kreaa, the UN Commieeion Bade &

summary report on pages 52 - 60 in its final report (S/1430).

In this suraairy the Coiard.ssion took note of the conflicting positions of

the two Governments regarding the Northern Areas. The 25 paragraphs, 251-276,

BUEBiariae the final report of the UKCIP can, the issue of the northern Areas and*•
should be read in their entirety. The concluding five paragraphs read as

follows:

"272. It seems, however, very doubtful whether the northern areas
were in fact in the atitmm of 1948 under the "effective" control of the
Pakistan High Ccsmnand, in the sense that the Coradasion understood the
tens "effective control". The ftakistaa Government (annex 24) stated
tliat JM> Pakistan regular troopa at any stage were employed in the
operations which took place between Hay and Decaaber 1948* Only one
Pakistan of floor, eonraandant of the Gilgit Scouts, exercised 'overall
tactical and administrative control* in the area. But at the save
time it ie true that the local population was in active and organised
resistance to the Indian Anaiy. It was precisely because the Coradssion
understood 'evacuated territory* to mean that territory in western
Kashmir where regular forces of the Pakistan army were operating and
assisting the Attad Kashmir forces that the Coandssien in August stated
to the Prtae Minister of India that the qtsestio* of the military aspect
of the territories in the north of the State had not been dealt with
in the resolution of 13 August. The Cosnission was informed that it
was for the defence of the western area that the Pakistan regular forces
had entered the State of Jaiaraa and Kashntr,

"273* While th* Indian elate nay- nave been based on valid arguments at
the time it was first Bade in August 1948 (the Pakistan Goverauwnt has
said that there was no basis in fact to the elate even then), the Com-
mission was faced with the incontrovertible fact that in March of the
following year the validity of India's arguments was open to question
in the light of the Comdseion'a objective. The authority of the State
Government had not only been challengedj by 1 January 1949* the authority
of the Jaranu and Kashmir Government had been eliminated front the area.
The entry of Indian forces into the area north of the cease-fire line
would almost inevitably lead to a renewal of hostilities. In consequence
the Commission could expect that the Government of India, taking into con-
sideration the wholly temporary nature of the truce, would be willing to
waiv» a claim which was to be decided shortly thereafter In the prepar-
ation of conditions for the holding of the plebiscite. Neither Soveroassnt,
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however, has been prepared to keep that consideration actively in
nsind when defining its position vis-e,-<vi3 the withdrawal and reduction
of armed forces in the State.

"274. When it drafted the 13 August resolution the Comndssian did not
consider the northern area in the same light as it did western Kashmir.
However, by January 1949 Pakistan undeniably held military control over
the northern areas} the area was administered by local authorities, not
those of the Jaawu and Kashmir Government, with the assistance of Pakistan
officials. The spirit of the 13 August resolution had to be observed.
Its underlying principle was the withdrawal of forces from the State:
the reduction, not the extension of military activities. It contemplated
and expressly stated, that the Indian (Tovenaneut would maintain within
the lines existing at the wowent of the cease-fire those forces of its
Army which in agreeusant with the Coremiasion were considered necessary
to assist local authorities in the observance of law and order.

"275. The situation in the northern area to-day is such that the posting
of garrisons by the Indian Array at any point beyond those which are now
held by it would result in an extension of military activities by the
Government of India, although it need not necessarily imply an increase
in the ndlitary potential which both Goveranwats have agreed is not to
take place on either side.

"276. The Karachi Military Conference of July has settled the question
of the cease-fire line. The line is now demarcated and agreed to by India
and Pakistan. Until such tine as the conditions envisaged in the
resolution of 5 January have been created and normal life begins to return
to the State of Jarasu and Kashmir, the line which is to-day a guarantee
against a resumption of hostilities should be scrupulously observed by the
Governments of India and pakiatan and the opposing forces should remain
behind it."

I'ieverthelese, the assurance given India by the ON Cowmissica that the question

of stationing Indian garrisons in the Merthem Areas could be taken up in the

implementation of the Truce Agreement, still stands. 1 This assurance was not a
commitment that Indian garrisons would be so station̂  but was a commitjsent

that the question could be taken up in a proposal, which would require the agreement

of India and Pakistan, for stationing I&dian garrisons In the Northern Areas across

the cease-fire line, which has now been fixed for store than thirteen years.

Upon finding that agreement could not then be reached on either package of

proposals, or upon an agenda for a proposed conference of the representatives of

the two Governments, the Cos&oisaion seesdngly felt that its efforts at mediation

had been exhausted and cancelled its call fcr a conference.
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H.

Proposal

The Gosradssion in that extremity did not propose arbitration of the future

status of Kashndr, but arbitration of "the differences existing between the* concern-

ing all questions raised by them regarding the implementation of part II of the

resolution of 23 August 194ft, the arbitrator to decide these questions according

to equity...** The CoBndaston's proposal is contained in their third report, as

follows: (S/U30, pp U2, para. 5)

"5. The Cowdesion has therefore, in the light of existing circumstances ,
-decided to ask both Governments whether they will agree to the course of
action outlined below for the conclusion of the truce:

"(i) The two Governments agree t

"(a) That they will submit to arbitration the differences existing
between them concerning all questions raised by them regarding the
implementation of part II of the resolution of 13 August 1948 » the
Arbitrator to decide these questions According to equity, and his
decisions to be binding on both parties}

"(b) that the arbitration will terminate once the truce ter&s are
decided upon;

"(s) That United States Fleet Admiral Chester W. Waltz will be the
Arbitrator)

"(d) That the procedure for the arbitration will be worked out subse-
quent lyj
n(e) That since the procedure of arbitration will be limited to the
conclusion of a truce the CozmeiBsien will continue in the ejcsroise
of its functions. Upon an arbitral decision the Coaaeission will
undertake the tasks assigned te it under the truce and under the
resolution of 5 January 1949*
n(ii) With reference to paragraph (i) (d), above, the CsBsnission considers
tiiat it would be inappropriate , in advance of approval by the parties of
the proposed course of action and vf the person of the arbitrator, to seek
to define the exact procedure to be followed,"

-'rimo Minister Atlee and President Truman both urged acceptance of this

proposal. Pakistan accepted the proposal. India, while expressing ita strong support

of the principle of arbitration, rejected the proposal (l) because, in India's view,
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the subject-catter to bo arbitrated involved the territorial integrity and the

novereignty of the State, which had acceded to India, and (2) because, as viewed

by India, the arbitrator was to have the unprecedented authority to determine the

points to be arbitrated.

I.
Concluding liecotsasndation of the UKCIP to the Security Council

With regard to the complex problem of the withdrawals of armed forces, set forth

in their Analysis of the Main Problem (S/U30, parae. 197 to 286) the UK Comndaaion

rcade observations in paragraphs 249, 250 and 283 of their final report to the

Security Council as follows t

"249. In essence the problem of the withdrawal lies in the fact that
the sequence for the demilitarisation of the State, as contained in the
Commission's resolutions of 13 August 394fi and 5 January 1949, is not
adequate to solve the present situation. The situation in the State
hae changed; the resolutions remain unchanged. Again in this question,
the Consnission endeavoured to find moans of reaching an agreement with-
out contravening the terms of the resolution; but, taking into account
the changes that have occurred in the situation, it found that the
Governments were strict in adhering to the letter of those causes which
met their position.
11 2 SO conc^UB^on to be drawn from the experience of the Comnission
during the past year, and frosi the attitudes of the two Governments ae

the withdrawal problem, is clear: developments in the State during
the past year necessitate a modification in the original plan cf deodlitarisa-
tion. Such a modification oust treat the problem of desdlitaris&tiwi as a
whole, eliminating all distinctions and cooprising all questions eofieerxxing
the final disposal of all anted forces in the State of Jammu and laahsdr.
* • • • •

"283. The period of investigation has been completed. Within the framework
of its terms of reference, following in its endeavours the provisions contained
in Its resolutions of 13 August 1948 and 5 January 1949, the Comnlsaion feels
that the possibilities of mediation open to it have been exhausted. Over a
prolonged period, in a changing and dynamic situation and restricted by long-
standing related clarifications, which proved to be a real impediment to
reaching agreement, the framework of the resolution of 13 August has becoms
inadequate in the light of the factual conditions in the State. The Coraudssion



has been unable, therefore, to mediate much beyond what is today
a rather outmoded pattern. The State of <Jairaaw and Kashmir has not
been demilitarised, as was envisaged in part II of the resolution of
13 August, and until this is achieved the conditions necessary to the
holding of a plebiscite cannot begin to ba established. As has been
seen frost those parts of the report entitled 'The Assad Kashmir forces1
and 'Withdrawal of forces* the CoasKiesion believes that the problem of
demilitarisation urast be treated as a whole, aad that the distinctions
relative to demilitarisation which exist in the division of the problem
into truce and plebiscite periods as visualised in the original plan
of dedlitariaation has prawn one of the most difficult obstacles in
achieving agreement on the problem. It i0 evident that the presence of
large numbers of troops in the State is net conducive to the creation
of a peaceful atmosphere. The demilitarisation of the State is essential
to permit the holding of a free and unfettered plebiscite."

HJ*» Oldrioh CtajUt* the new representative ef CseehoslevakJa

The dieeent f roe the stannary final report of the Committee was eaade by

Mr. Oldrich Chyle, the Representative of Cseehoslcvakia. The majority report

was signed by Carlos A. Leguisaffion ( Argentina), """""Robert van de Kerehove d'Hallebast

Hernando Samper (Golotabia) and Kobert B. Kaeatee (United States of

America.

At the time of the subndttion of the final report of the UK Coondsaion,

Dr. Korbol of Czechoslovakia, who had served during eleven months of the

Commission's activity, was no Conger a member of the CoiaaiSBion. He was the

Chairman of the Cotradssion when India and Pakistan censpleted their respective

acceptances of the two UNCIP resolutions. During his period of service, the

CoKffliasion had held 113 neetings and had been unanimous in all of its

reccasatendatieas. Confronted with opposite conceptions of the Governments of

India and Pakistan on the Kashmir situation, and while their armies were still

fighting, the Cosmission̂  nevertheless, had negotiated with the two GovernKsnts the

provisions for a cease-fire, a trace and a plebiscite.
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H.F. hr. Oldriah Chyle, who had succeeded Dr. Joseph Korbel as the

.i-epreaentative of Chechoslovakia, served during the rensaining tiro® of the

Corniaiasion'B efforts to achieve the ircplesientation of the two agreed resolu-

tions which had been previously negotiated by the UNCIP and accepted by both

India and Pakistan. Mr. Chyle dissented from the third and final report of the

Commission in a minority report ishieh set forth his criticians of the work of

the CoEimlBsion. His criticisms were directed at, inter ajlia. (l) the procedures

of the CoTOEdBsionj (2) the relation of SOB* provisions to other provisions of

the two UKCIP resolutions} (3) the cancellation by the Commission of the

Goiuaigsion'e call for a joint political conference of the two Governments after

the deadlock over the two packages of the ConaidssiQn'a coroproadee proposals regard*

inf, withdrawal and reduction of forces and regarding garrisons in the Northern

area; and (4) the proposal for the arbitration of the differences over the

implementation of the agreed provisions of the Truce by Prim* Minister Atlee

and President Tnaanj and the intervention in support of the CeemiBsion'B

proposal for arbitration.

The sajority report and the minority reports should be read IB the ir

entirety. (Document S/1430)

Proposal of General A. G. L. KcKe.U|phton

The proposal of General A. G. L. KcMaughton of Canada, fanner President

of the Security Council, wade on 22 December 1949, is set forth in his report

to the Security Council (S/1453, pages 14* 15 and 16) and reads as follows:

"Proposal in respect of Jaiwsu and Kashmir made on 22 December
1949 by Oewwral A. G. L. KcKâ Jiton, President of the Security
Council, pursuant to the decision of the Security Council taken
at its 457th meeting on 17 December 1949*
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"1. The principal considerations underlying the following proposals of
the President of the Security Council aret

"(a) To determine the future of Jaaonu and Kashmir by the democratic method
of a free and impartial plebiscite, to take place as early as possible;

"(b) Thus to settle this issue between the Govezraants of India and Pakistan
in accordance with the freely expressed will of the inhabitants, as is
desired by both Govermaeutsj

"(a) To preserve the substantial measure of agreement on fundamental principles
which has already been reached between the two (kweiments under the auspices
of the United Nations)

"(d) To avoid unprofitable discussion of disputed issues of the past, and
to look forward into the future towards the good-*i«ighbourly and constructive
co-operation of the two great nations.

"Demilitarisation preparatory to the plebiscite.

"2. There should be an agreed programme of progressive demilitarisation,
the basic principle of which should be the reduction of areed forces on
either side of the cease-fire line by withdrawal, diabandoent and disarmament
in such stages as not to cause fear at any point of tiiae to the people on
either side of the cease-fire line. The aim should be to reduce the an&ed.
personnel in the State of Jasoau and Kashmir on each side of the cease-fire/iSt? the
r-dnifltoro compatible with the oainteaanes of security and of local law and
order, and to a level sufficiently low and with the forces so disposed that
they will not constitute a restriction on the free expression of opinion for the
purposes of the plebiscite.

"(a) The programme of demilitarisation should include the withdrawal from
the State of Jananu and Kashmir of the regular forces of Pakistan; and the with-
drawal of the regular forces of India not required for purposes of security or
for the maintenance of local law and order on the Indian eide of the cease-fire
line; also the reduction, by disbanding and disarming, of local forces,
including on the one side the armed forces and nailitia of the State of Kashmir
and on the other, the Aaad forces.

"(b) The "Northern Area" should also be included in the above prograssae of
demilitarization, and its administration should, subject to United Nations
supervision, be continued by the existing local authorities.

"Suggested basis of agreexnent

"3. The Government of India and Pakistan should reach agreement not later
than 31 January 1950 in Hew York on the following points:

"(&) The Government of Pakistan should /live unconditional assurance to the
GovemBjent of India that it will deal effectively within its own borders
with any possibility of tribal incursion into Jawreu and Kashmir to the end
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that, Bander no circumstances, will tribesman be able unlawfully to enter the
State of Janata and Kashmir from or through the territory of Pakistan. The
Government of Pakistan should undertake) to Joss? the senior United Nations
Kilitary observer informed and to satisfy him that the arrangements to thio
end are and continue to be adequate.

"(b) The Governments of India and Pakistan shoul d eonfira the continued
and unconditional inviolability of the cease-fire line.

. "(d;) Agreement should be reached on the Bdnixnm forces required for the

f maintenance of security and of local law and order, and on their general
disposition.

*
™ "(e) Agreement should be reached en a date by which the reduction of forces,

to the level envisaged in paragraph 2 above, ie to be accomplished.

"(f) Agreement should be reached on tine progressive steps to be taken in
reducing and redistributing the forces to the level envisaged in paragraph
2 above.

"4. In respect to the foregoing natters, the Governments of India and
Pakistan should further agree that a United Nations representative, to be
appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in agreement
with the two Governments should supervise the execution of the progressive
steps in reduction and redistribution of armed foroes and that it should be
the responsibility of this United Rations representative to give assurance
to the peeple on both sides of the aoase-fire line that they have no cause
for fear at any stage throughout the process* This United Nations representa-
tive should have the duty and authority:

"(a) Of interpreting the agreemeats reached between the parties pursuant to
paragraph 3, sub-paragraphs (a), (d), (e) and (f) above, and

"(b) Of determining, in consultation with the Governments of India and
Pakistan respectively, th« iaiplwaentation of the plans for the reduction and
redistribution of armed forces referred to in aub-paragraph 3 (f) above.

"5. When the agreed programme of demilitarisation preparatory to the pleb-
iscite has been accomplished to the satisfaction of the United Nations
representative, the Plebiscite Administrator should proceed forthwith to
exsrcise the functions assigned to hiiu under the terms of the resolution of
the United Nations Commission for India and PaMatan of 5 January 1949* which,
together with the CoBmisaiGn** resolution of 13 August 1948, was accepted by
the Governroents of India end Pakistan and which are now r*affira»d by these
Governments except insofar as the previsions therein contained are modified
by the relevant provisions of this document, the functions and powers of the
Plebiscite Administrator remain as set forth in the CoBsaiasioc'e resolution
of 5 January 1949.
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"6. The United Nations representative should be authorised to Rake
any suggestions to the Goverrasents of India and of Pakistan which,
in liia opinion, are likely to contribute to the expecitioua and
enduring solution of the Kashmir Question , and to place hie good
offices at their disposal.

(signed) A.G.
President of the Security Council

Annex. 3j

of Sir Owm Itibcon

Sir Owen Oticon, then Justice of the Australian High Court, was next requested

by the Security Council to mediate the Kashmir dispute as the United Nations

Representative for India and Pakistan. Ilia report should be read in its

entirety (3/1791).

The resolution setting up the mission of Sir Owen Disown provided in

paragraph 2 a broad frame of reference, as follows t (3/1461)

"2. Decides to appoint a United Nations Representative for the
following purposes who shall have authority to perform his functions
in such place or places as he nay deem appropriate.

"(a) To assist in the preparation and to supervise the implementation
of the prograiaraa of demilitarisation referred to above and to interpret
the agreements reached by the parties for dendlitarlBation,

n(b) To place himself at the disposal of the Governments of India and
Pakistan and to place before these Governments or the Security Council
any suggestions which, in his opinion,, are likely to contribute to the
expeditious and enduring solution of the dispute which has arisen between
the two Governments in regard to the State of Jaiarau and Kashmir,

"(c) To exercise all of the powers and responsibilities devolving upon
the United nations Commission by reason of existing resolutions of the
Security Council and by reason of the agreement of the parties embodied
in the resolutions of the United Nations Commission of 13 August 1943 and
5 January 1949*

"(d) To arrange at the appropriate state of demilitarisation for the
assumption by the Plebiscite Administrator of the functions assigned to
the latter under agreenwnts made between the parties,

"(e) To report to the Security Counsil as he may consider necessary
submitting his conclusions and any racomwsmdations which ho may desire
to make, ..."
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Finding that the two Goverainento could not Agree on ways of carrying out

their agreed provisions of the two UHCIP resolutions, Sir Own, under his broad

frame of reference, sought to break the stubborn deadlock by proposals of his

own. He considered his proposals balanced in their substance. In view of the

long failure of the two Governments to implement the two resolutions he hoped

that neither of thejo would reject his proposals because they were in sonne parts

at variance with the two resolutions,

He was confronted, iafter alia, with positions strongly held by Pakistan

and India. Pakistan, in accordance with the resolutions as accepted by both

Governttents, stood strongly for the overall plebiscite as the best and fairest

way for the self-determination of the people of the State aa a whole. India,

under the two resolution* as accepted by both Goverments, stood strongly for the

naintenance of a li&ited but required number of Indian forces in Kashmir after

the required withdrawal of all the Pakistan forces from Kashmir and the reduction

of other anaed forces in Kaahndr aa specified. India stood strongly, ae also

provided in the resolutions, for the continuance of the Jasnsu and Kashmir Govern-

ment in power during the plebiscite.

After the failure of his several proposals to bring an agreement, Sir Owen

proposed for consideration a plebiscite liadted to the Vale of Kashmir and its

appropriate environs and a partition between India and Pakistan of the rest of the

State in accordance with an agreement to be reached on the remaining parts of the

State.

As part of hie proposal for a partition and a plebiscite, and out of his

own expressed concern that the freedom and impartiality of the plebiscite be

unimpaired either by the partisan administration of the State on either side of

the cease-fire line or by the presence of a considerable number of partisan

military forces on either side of the cease-fire line, Sir Oven proposed consideration



both of a coalition or a neutral administration of the State and also of a

coalition or a neutral military force in the State during toe holding of the

plebiscite.

These respective proposals would require each Government to give up positions

which they strongly hold and which were not in accord with provisions of the two

UKCIP resolutions as accepted. Since he felt that his proposals would simplify

and accelerate the holding of a plebiscite and would provide needed guarantees

for a free and fair plebiscite, he strongly hoped that both Governments would

accept the proposals as the basis of a svmaait conference and negotiations under

his auspices for the settlement of this complicated, stubborn and bitter dispute.

In the report of Sir Owen Bison to the Security Council, which should be read

in its entirety, he records the steps in his negotiations and the responses of the

two Governments to his proposals, which, in their wain substance are suronarised in

the quotations which follow)

In his report to the Council (5/1791), he observed in paragraph 21 as follows:

"21, Upon a number of occasions in the course of the period beginning
with the reference on 1 January 1943 of the Kashmir dispute to the
Security Council, India had advanced not only the contention to which
I have already referred that Pakistan was an aggressor, bat the farther
contention that this should be declared. The Price Minister of India,
at an early stage of the meeting cade the same contention and he
referred to it repeatedly duriiag the conference. I took up the positions,
first that the Security Council had not made such a declaration; secondly
that I had neither been coaasLsaion̂ te oaks nor had I made any judicial
investigation of the issue) but thirdly that, without going into the
causes or reasons why it happened, which presumably fonoed part of the
history of the sub-continent, I was prepared to adopt the view that when the
frontier of the State of Janata and Kashmir was crossed, on I believe
20 October 1947, by hostile elements, it was contrary to international
law, and that when in Hay 1948, as I believe, units of the regular Pakistan
forces moved into the territory of the State, that too was inconsistent
with international law."

After prolonged discussions by the representatives of the two Govorwsenta in

the Security Council and with the US Commission on the questions of atrocities,

genocide, fraud, violence, aggression and accession, the Council chose to make
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no finding on these issues but, as we have previously stated, sought to achievv

an agreenaent for a cease-fire, a true* and a plebiscite.

A rinding on aggression was not made a condition of the validity of the two

UNCIP resolution*, which, after much discussion of thia issue by the parties*

was accepted by both Governioeats without a finding on this issue. Accordingly,

after hie statement quoted above, Sir Owen Dixon proceeded with his rcediation,

under his broad reference fras», and made specific proposals regarding deEiilitarisa-

tion in the implementation of part IX of the 13 August 1948 resolution. These

proposals conceived the program of demilitarization as a whole and called fort

"(a) The withdrawal of the forces of the Indian regular arsay;

"(b) ttyt withdrawal or disarming and disbandnsnt of the 3umi and
Kashmir State force;
n(c) The disarming and disbandna&t of the Jamstu and Kashmir State Kilitia;"

He made "no stipulation as to the sequence of these three operations relatively

to one another***

On the Pakistan side of the cease-fire line he proposed "that Pakistan would

commence to disarm and disbandt

"(a) the Asad Kashmir forces and

"(b) the Northern Scouts."

He proposedi

"... that the day and hour for Pakistan's ccasmeucing to do so should be
fixed by reference to the withdrawal of the Pakistan regular arnsy.
I suggested that the foregoing operations en each side should be
divided into phases and that plane should be prepared for the carrying
out of each phase by the respective Chiefs of Staff* and that ay
Military Adviser should consider each plan and should be entitled to
reconaaend alterations.0

He also suggestedi

"...that the Pakistan plans should be settled first and that then my
Military Advieer should furnish them to the Indian Chief of Staff BO
that such plans would be before them when settling their own plans."
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Kegarding the forces that either party might need on their respective sides

of the present cease-fire line alter demilitarisation and ponding th« plebiscite,

he said:

"... that this should be determined according to purpose. The presence of
anasd forces during the period preceding the taking of the vote and while
it -was being taken tended against the independence of voting and the fair-
ness of the poll, and the nutebsr of the troops should therefore be as small
as possible. I suggested that if the purpose was defined for which anted
forces were needed it would then becorae a natter for the Chiefs of Staff
in consultation with my Military Adviser to agree on the forces to be used
and their disposition."

On account of the complexities of the questions he found to be unsolved

regarding the separate administration of the territories on the two sides of the

cease—fire line, Sir Owwn proposed a single government for the whole State. For

this purpose he suggested alternative plans as followst (paras. 49, 50 and

51 of s/1791)

"49. The first possibility about which I inquired vas that of bringing
into existence a coalition government, that is either a coalition brought
about by a meeting of Sheikh Abdullah and Kr. Ghular. Abbas, Supreme
Head of the And Kashsdr Movoaent, or by placing certain portfolios at the
disposal of the respective parties.

"5O. The second plan was for the formation of an administration for the
entire State cospeaed of trusted persons outside polities holding high
Judicial or adsdnietrative of flee and eossaanding general confidence.
The body would be charged with the administration of the gewenaae&t
of the State for a fixed period before the poll, perhaps six nsonths
before it. The Chairwua would be appointed by the United Nations, and
of the other members half would represent Hindus and half KualiKS. The
existing Kinisters would continue to hold office bu+ they would be
relieved of their responsibility during the period.

"51. The third plan differed frost the second only in the constitution
of the administrative body. It wa* to be constituted altogether of
United Hatims representative** Hone of these suggestions cosanended
themselves to the Prime Minister of India."

After India's rejection of all three of these alternative plane, as

contrary to the agreed provisions of the two OHC1P resolutions, Sir Owen

observed as follows in paras. 52 through 74 of .his reportt
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*52. In the course of the conference I oentioned very briefly one or
two other possible ways of reaching a plebiscite. In the end I
becantt convinced that India's agreement would never be obtained to
demilitarisation of any such ftona, or to provisions governing the period
of the plebiBcite of say suen character, as would in »y opinion permit
of the plebiscite being conducted in conditions sufficiently guarding
against intimidation acd other fortes of influence and abuse by which
the freedom and fairness of the plebiscite sight be imperilled.

"53. Having ooes to this conclusion I thought I most either abandon
all attespt to settle the dispute or turn from the plebiscite by which
the destination of the whole State mould be decided to sera* different
solution. I ascertained from the Print Kiniatere that they considered
that, with such a plebiscite in •view, then was no longer any haps of
agreesient upon dsadlitarlcatien or open the conditions union would
follow demilitarisation or upon any wodified -•• .r. ffccn of demilitarisation
or upon any course that weald advance the position towards a settlement.

»54. Having done so, I asked the Prime Minister of India, the Frl»
Minister of ffekistan being present, what wan the attitude of India:

* (a) To a plan for taking the plebiscite by sections or areas and
the allocation of each section or area according to the result of the
vote therein] or

«• (b) To a plan by which it was conceded that sons areas were certain
to vote for accession to Pakistan and saoa for accession to India and
by which, without taking a vote therein, they should be alloted accord-
ingly and the plebiscite should be confined only to the uncertain area,
which I said appeared t« be the Valley of Kashedr and perhaps sons
adjacent country.

"55* I pointed out that in both eases it would be necessary to
provide against the possibility of a break in the continuity
of the territory which would go to the one party or to the other.
I also pointed out that the second alternative night be worked out
according to the 1941 census alone or upon wider considerations
as wall as the inforaatien it contains. Farther 1 said that it would
be necessary to agree that if the result was to put the upper waters
of the Chenab River into the control of India, it would not divert
them by artificial works so that Pakistan would receive a sensibly
reduced values of water.

"56. the PrtaB Kinieter of Pakistan protested against the course
proposed on the ground that it asant a breach on India *B part of
the agreement that the destination of the State of Jawa and Kashmir
as a whole should be decided by a single plebiscite taken over
the entire State. But at vy Mquest the Prlae Minister of India said
that he would infora as of the views of India upon such a teethed of
settling the Kashmir problem.
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"57. The Prime Ministers thereupon agreed to the adjournment of the
conference.

"56. In taking the course I have described I acted under the resolution
of the Security Council dated 14 March 19JO by which I was required to
place before the two Governments any suggestion which in ay opinion
was likely to lead to the solution of the dispute. Notwithstanding
the attitude of the Prime Minister of Pakistan I considered that unless
it was by a partition of the State either outright, or combined with
a partial plebiscite limited to an area which included the Valley of
Kashmir, no agreed sett lenient of the Kashmir dispute could be brought
about. Frm that time therefore I de-voted Ryself to an attempt to
negotiate a settlement in some such ntanner.

"59. I spent soaae tim in New Delhi for the purpose of obtaining fim
India as definite an understanding as might be of its position with
respect to the suggested lines of settlement* After consideration the
Indian authorities Informed n» that the GovernBiant of India would be
prepared to discuss a settleran&t of the Kashmir dispute en the basis
of certain principles. The principles wore, first,that the areas of
the State of Jan&m and Kashmir *ere there is no apparent doubt as to
the wishes of the people in those areas, should go to India or Pakistan
wouthout a plebiscite; secondly, that the plebiscite should be limited
to those areas where there is doubt as to the result of the voting; and
thirdly, that the demarcation should have due regard to geographical
features and to the requirements of an international boundary* I was
informed that in applying these principles the Government had been led
to some conclusions which were described as tentative.
1160. In the first place there should be a plebiscite in the Valley of
Kashndr. The area should, however, include part of the Kueaffarabad
District to bring in what India regarded as the natural geographical
feature provided by the river Kishanganga and its watershed on the north.
n6l. In the second plaee India considered that the following areas
should jRO to it:
n(a) The Province of Jassma so far as it lies east of the cease-fire
line subject to ndnor corrections} one correction was to reduce the bulge
in the cease-fire line near Gulrcarg;

"(b) in the district of Ladakh, the tehsil of Ladakh and the tehsil of
Kargil, except approximately the area above the Suru Eiver, which should
go to India or Pakistan according to the result of the plebiscite of the
Valley.
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"62. In the third place India was id.lllug that the following areas
should go to Pakistan, via. Gilgit, Gilgit Agency, Gilgit Waaarat,
political districts and tribal territory and Baltistan, and so aaieh of
the JantHii Province as lies to the wast of the cease-fire line as
corrected.

"63. India contonplated a boundary ccaraaisBion to apply on the ground the
division which night be decided upon.

"64. It also appeared that India wan prepared to include in any such
settlenent a term that it would not by any artificial work in the State
divert the waters of the Chenab River or reduce the flow substantially
of the waters of the river, except that it night construct canals for
irrigation confined within the State. Without reducing the waters of
the streaja, it night establish hydro-electric works for the production
of electrical energy.

"65- I was told that the Prims Minister of India would be prepared to
attend another conference with the Pris* Minister of Pakistan and me, so
that the possibility of a settlement on such principles eight be
discussed.

"66. the territorial demands which the foregoing information disclosed
appeared to &e to go much beyond what, according to my conception of the
situation, was reasonable, and I so stated to the Indian authorities.

"67. Thus armed with a knowledge of the position taken up by India, I
went to Karachi.

"6d. I told the Prim Minister of "akistan of what I had learned from
India as to the position it took, but I added an expression of my own
opinion that the territorial claims it involved went too far and did
not represent the division of the State to which in the end India Right
be expected to agree. But the Govenwaent of Pakistan declined to attend
a conference on the footing I proposed in order to discuss, in the
light of the position taken by India, the possibility of settling the
dispute.

"69. The primary reason of the Government of Pakistan for refusing
to do so lay in its unwillingness to depart at all from the claia that
the fate of the satire State of Jsmaai and Kashmir should be decided
by an cnrer-all plebiscite and that India eught to have agreed aad ought
still to agree on measures for holding such a plebiscite, and in its
fear lest by attending a conference to discuss an alternative plan, it
night be considered to abandon that claim.

"?0. But as a second ground it was said that India's position was too
indefinite, and if it wished to embark upon discussions of the
possibility of settlement according to the suggested principles, it
should Itself taake definite proposals.
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"?l. I urged upon the Goveraaaimt of Pakistan the viow that, by coding
to a conference to discuss ari alternative possible s*U.lejawvt, it could
not be held to abandon its sain contention, and that the purpose of &
cettferewee was by discussion to dteris* what things the parfcios w»r»
respectively prepared to coneod* and upon what things they took a fitted
vxjsition. It waa anough that the basis of th« ss«tti«B3»iyl to be die~
cussed -was & liadtod piafclscite and partition of the rest of tha State,
th« Faabtdr Valley teoing included is the plebiscite area. I did act see
why it should net be possible jftsr the parties to argws out tho
boundMd«si of the plebiscite ar«&, t-bedivisioripf the rasuaiRing territory
and the conditions for securing the i«slepen*Kne« of the voting until
«ith«r they saw that, thê  could not agres or alee fotojd a«ce basis of

Ev«n <m Uw assuEptlsB that Ua» ooaferenc* failed, Pakistan would
a»»y frcasi it hotter infer^sd aad, so far aa I eeuld e««, without

h&vlng ««ff»rad any *«al prejwlioc. But of th» «o«edB«fid of this vi«w I
urns *m&bl* to perstwKle its Gevvrnaent. ^idfttan amintalnftd its refusal
to ftttoad & nonf«r«&c«» of tb» tried I

"72. In th» c<mrs« of th« di«ewwsion» howjvar, I asoartainod that if
the basis of the suggested wsttlsmnt hod be«n aissple partition* a
solution having th» advanta^M «f baisg izzfiediat* in its operation
and s4lfHBJweuting, ?feki«fe£B would o^ftidcu* the c«tterf provided that
it te«t tb« Kastadr Vmlley. I had little doubt bowror that India
would not oenc«ii8 th« ^alloy of EaehzAr in an oipsr-all partition.

»73. I rotureed to li»w Delhi *nd infom«d tho Prte» Kinister of
of th» position taken by FfekUio&u AB I hod expected, he d#cll£«d to
coaaidwr at all an over-fcll petition in which th« Valley ef

to fMdstan.
M?4. the stand adoppd by the Prt&* tiiniater of Pakistan had led a«
to the conclusicn that thore no longer axietod any poaaibility of iqr
bringing tho partiec te a»f eot^MUdtiem of tho dispute over tho $tat«
of Janna and Eaalasir. In thi» view I foxaad that both Priua Kini«t«ra
eenourrad. But at ttoo end of SOB* dlseuevion vith thft Priaa Kltdstor
of India of tho cecuMMjuratooa ishieh followed, I pot forward, ae a last

of saving tho situation^ a sag^eotion that I raysolf abould
a plan oos l̂«t« oxeopt for details."

It! viow of Buoe«s«iv« iBfjasaoe on»r tbe tjpe ef pl«biseit«t Sir OMBK

then propog«d, aa a laat resort, a coof«renc« of ttM two Pri&ft Ministers undar

his auspices, ift^ .tho UK Ioproffl<mtativo for India and T^kiwtan, without prejudice

to thair pesiticaia under tho two UUCIP rosolutiosw. This ccuforence was to

c!onsld»r oropoaal̂  of plans for kh« plobisoite, t^iich he would lay before

for r9,J«etion, aeeoptan«o or agroed ajwUfioatioa by the OovernEwnta
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India agreed to attend provided the plan for a partial plebiscite and partition

"would not In itself necessarily prove fatal to its consideration by Pakistan.1*

Pakistan agreed to attend provided the proposed plan for a partial plebiscite

and partition included "specific practical asaasurcB to ensure the freedom and

fairness of the plebiscite.** Pakistan was informed by Sir Owen that for the

purpose of ensuring the freedom and fairness of the plebiscite, he was con-

sidering including in the plan the proposal of an administrative body in the

limited plebiscite area, consisting of United Nations officers at the head of

which would be the Plebiscite Administrator, and that this body would carry on

the function of Govemstent in the area until the poll was declared.

Paragraph 80 of Sir Owen Diason'a report reads as follows:

"&>. In fact I had decided that I would use for the liaited plebiscite
area on* of the measures which I had proposed for the whole State on
the footing that the cease-fire line might thus be terminated. I
intended to provide that an adalr-ictrativ* body consisting of United
Nations officers should be set up la the United plebiscite area. The
plebiscite administrator would be at the head of the body. The body
would carry on the functions of government in the area until the poll
was declared. It would not be the body's function to forte new policies
but to carry on the adsdjaistration of govemasnt in the area. I intended
that the administrative body of United Nations officers should have power,
if they thought fit to do so, to exclude troops of every description.
If on the other hand they decided that for any purpose troops wore
necessary they could request the parties to provide them* Insofar as
they allowed the views of the two sides to be laid before the people
of the United area, they would have power to secure equality to India
and Pakistan In any such right as well as in other respects."

On this basis Pakistan agreed that, if India would accept such a proposal

for the conference they would attend a conference to consider a partial partition

and plebiscite.

Sir Owen then informed the Government of India as follows in paragraph

83 of his report»
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"83. I then informed the Prime Minister of India by telegram of the
assurances I had given Pakistan and of the kind of provision that my
plan would contain for the purpose of securing the fairness of the
plebiscite and its freedom frora any suspicion of intinddation. I
aaked him to inform ate if he was of the opinion that the inclusion
in £y plan of such a provision in order to secure the freedom and
fairness of the plebiscite made it impossible for him to accept
the plan as a whole. Otherwise I requested hi& to naise a date for the
r»»etlng."

The Government of India refused to consider the inclusion of such a provision

as Sir Owen proposed in his plan for a partial partition and plebiscite, as reported

in paragraph 84 of his report:

"8&. The Prime Minister of India answered by telegram expressing an
emphatic refusal to agree to any such provision. The telegram
said at the end that if I cause to New Delhi the Prime Minister would
be glad to explain India's position folly to ne to avoid any
possibility of any misunderstanding."

In the telegram and in the discussions in Kew Delhi, the Prime Kinister of

India stated his objections to the proposal, recorded as follows in paragraph 36

of Sir Owen Dixon's report:

"86. I shall enumerate the objections briefly as I collected then
from the telegram and from my discussions with the Prlas Minister at
Delhi i

"(a) Pakistan is an aggressor and it would be to surrender to
aggression to allow it to take any part in the plebiscite. For the
sa*e reason and because of the danger involved) Pakistan's troops
could never be allowed to enter the plebiscite area and therefore
it was impossible to countenance the proposal to enable the
administrative body to request the parties to provide troops
if it thinks then necessary.
M(b) The provision would mean that the Coveraasat of the State
would be superseded and went far beyond what is necessary for the
purpose in view.

"(c) Only those people belonging to the State of Janou and Kashmir
should be allowed any part in the "campaign'over the plebiscite.
There can be no equality of any right between India and Pkistan
in this or other relevant respects.

*(d) ths security of the State would be endangered."
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i,awarding India's position, Sir Owen made the following observation in

paragraph 87 of his report:

"87. These arguments appeared to we to overlook the real nature of a
proposal for partition and a partial plebiscite or else to sake it com-
pletely impossible. The question whether Pakistan had or had not been
an aggressor had, to my mind, nothing to do Kith the remits of a
partition and the fairness and freedom of a partial plebiscite. To
agree that Pakistan should take under a partition part of the State
must be to agree that, independently of any sueh question, it took not
merely an interest in but sovereignty of the territory. Again, as I
saw the natter, to agree that the territory not i&nediately divided
between India and Pakistan should pass to one or the other according
to the vote of the inhabitants at a plebiscite conducted by the United
Nations must be to agree to a test Involving an equal interest in
both countries in the result. Further it is to agree to the
ascertainment of the will of the people by an independent authority
because that authority win see that the plebiscite is freely and
fairly conducted."

Sir Ovsn Dix&n maintained that he saw no reason to depart from the provisions

ha had intended to Include for the conference. He saldt (para. 1O)

"... I could not expose a plebiscite conducted under the authority
of the United Battens to the dangers which I believed certainly
to exist. Indeed I earns to the conclusion that it would be in-
possible to give effect to the doctrines formulated by India in
objection to By plan and at the saws tiiae fraws a plan for partition
and a Unite* plebiscite which I could ask Pakistan to accept."

The Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan expressed the view to Sir Owen

that no hope existed of an agreement en the proposed limited partition and

partial plebiscite, by which the fate of the Valley would be decided, and that

no other acceptable expedient could be suggested.

Having exhausted, under his broad reference fraae, all his alternative

approaches to a solution of the Kashmir problem, Sir Owen Dixon left the

sub-continent on 23 August 1950 and submitted his report to the Security

Council.
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f nnex fr

The Two UffCIP Resolutions BstabUjhed by the
Security Council aa thai Reference fraye. _of__1»he.

Present United Hations Representative

In the atepe setting up the Eiisaion, which followed the saission of Sir Owen

Dixon, the preliminary draft resolution, proposed in the Security Council, would

have provided the next United Hations Representative for India and Pakistan with

the broad frame of reference given Sir Owen.

In order to understand the reference frawe eventually established by the

Security Council for the next UN Representative to be appointed, it is necessary

to recall the broad provisions of the original draft resolution} take note of the

objections of the two Govenueents to some of these provisions} and then to take

note of the elimination of these broad provisions by the Security Council; and

thereupon, as a result, take account of the actual instructions given to the UN

Kepresentative by the Security Council.

The original draft resolution of 21 February 1952 would hare provided the next

Uft representative with a broad frame of reference set forth within the paragraphs

3-6 (Document S/2017), which read as follows:

"3. Instructs the United Nations Representative, after consultation
with the Govemswnts of India and Pakistan with regard to their
differences referred to in the preamble to this resolution}

"(i) Toe effect the demilitarisation of the State of Jassau and Kashmir
on tine basis of the demilitarisation proposals wade by Sir Owen Dixon
as described in his report, with any modifications which the United
Nations Representative deems advisable;

"(ii) To present to the Governments of India and Pakistan detailed
plans for carrying out a plebiscite in the State of Jaxmi and Kashmir,
and to obtain agreement of those Governments to such plans in order to
give effect to their existing eoaaiteont that the future of the State
shall be decided through the democratic method of a free and impartial
plebiscite conducted under United Nations auspicesj and
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"(ill) To proceed to the (tab-continent for those purposes:

"4. Authorises the United Nations Representative to take Into account
in his discussions with the two Governnwfits and in considering the
arrangements for demilitarisation and for the holding of the plebiscite:

(i) The report of Sir Owen WJOOD;

"(11) The possibility that any forces required for the purpose of
facilitating demilitarization and the holding of the plebiscite might
be proTided from Member States of the United Nations or raised

"(iii) The possibility that, although the future accession of the State
should be decided by the majority of votes cast in a State-wide plebiscite,
this should not preclude, provided that due account is taken of geographical
and economic considerations, subsequent boundary adjustments in areas
contiguous to the frontier of India or Pakistan in which the vote is
overwhelmingly in favour of the party with a minority of the votes in
the State-vide plebiscite;

"(iv) The possibility that, while supervision will be required over the
exercise of the functions of government in the State of Jansat and Kashmir,
different degrees of such supervision may be appropriate for different
areas:

" 5. Calls upon the parties to co-operate with the United Nations
Representative to the fullest degree in effecting the demilitarization
of the State of Jaonu and Kashmir and in agreeing upon a plan for a
plebiscite therein;

"6. Instructs toe United Rations Representative to report to the
Security Council with such findings and raeo&ansndations as he deexis
necessary when he considers that detailed arrangements for the holding
of a plebiscite nay be put into effect, or in any ease within three
months frcK the date of his appointment;11

Speaking against the adoption of the broad reference fraiae which had been

given Sir Owen Oixon and again proposed in the draft resolution, Sir Benegal Kau

for India spoke to the Security Council as follows t (Security Council Official

Records, 533rd meeting, paras. 34-40 and 45)

"34. For the rest, my goveimant is wholly unable to accept the draft
re solution, because in many respects it runs counter to decisions
previously takes by the United Nations Coazniasion with the agreement of
the parties. Let n» mention one instance. I have already given the
Security Council a brief account of the situation created by the invasion
of the State, first by tribesmen and then by Pakistan. In spite of that
situation and In the hope of securing a peaceful settlement, India agreed,
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upon certain assurances, to two resolutions of the GooRission - one of
August 1948 and the other of January 1949. Pakistan also agreed to
them ultimately. I shall now show how the present draft resolution
departs materially frost the provisions of those resolutions.
1135. Under the resolution of August 1948, Pakistan was to withdraw
its troops completely from the State and India was bo withdraw the
bulk of its forces - not all its forces, but the bulk of its forces -
a anall portion being left in the State to ensure its security.
To reacnre any suspicion that even thia small portion Blight interfere with
the freedom of the plebiscite, the following provision was made in the
resolution of January 1949t "... the Plebiscite Administrator will
determine in consultation with the Government of India, tfee final
disposal of Indian and State anwd forces, such disposal to be with due
regard to the security of the State and the freedom of the plebiscite.*

"36. India was and is prepared to take, in consultation with the
Plebiscite Administrator, all irssasures that tnay be necessary to prevent
the presence of any such forces from interfering with the freedom of the
plebiscite. This could be dene in a number of ways - for example, station-
ing the forces in localities outside centres of civilian population and
confining then to barracks during the plebiscite.

"37> Thus, these two resolutions made provision not merely for the with-
drawal or reduction of armed forces but also for the freedom of the
plebiscite consistently with the requiremnts of security. Members of
the Council will please resieaiber that these resolutions were agreed to
by all the parties. Nevertheless Sir Owen Biaoon was somehow led to
cake proposals for demilitarisation which seriously departed from the
above agreed scheme. At one point, he asked for the withdrawal of the
forces of the regular Indian Anay, although the above resolutions
never contemplated its couplets withdrawal. At another poind, he
suggested various purposes for which Pakistan troops might be retained
in the State, although the above resolutions clearly provided for their
coffiplete withdrawal. C&ie of these purposes was said to ensure the
fulfillment of the obligation of Pakistan not to permit tribesmen or
other raiders to enter the Kashsdr Valley. Considering that the Pakistan
Army moved into the State in order to give 'more direct assistance1 to
the tribesmen, Bunkers of the Council can easily imagine how the
alleged purpose was likely to be fulfilled.

"38. I say perhaps point out at this stage that the obligation of Pakistan
under the resolutions of August 1948 was to secure the withdrawal of tribes-
Ken from the entire State, and not merely to prevent their entry into the
Kashmir Valley. The draft resolution before the Security Council instructs
the new United Rations representative to effect demilitarisation on the
basis of Sir Owen Oixxm's proposals with such Eodificatiena as the new
representative nsay deem advisable. As I have already pointed out, these
proposals go back on the agreed resolutions of August 1948 and January 1949 -
the changes being all in favour of the Pakistan Anay which had entered the
State In contravention of international law and against the Indian Anay
which had lawfully entered the State to repel invasion. MyGororament is
wholly unable to accept these proposals as a basis, nor can it agree to vest
a new representative with the power of decision in so vital a natter.
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'* *9. I shall not discuss the details of the new draft resolution anv
farther. It picks out certain parts of previous resolutions, leaving out
other parto to which we have throughout attached the preatest importance
ar.d which wore specif leal 3 y accepted by th« United Nations Commission for
India and Pakistan. We are not prepared to £O back on all that has been
done by the United Nations CoxaNLssion, and subsequently, with our atTfione

"LQ. We are wholly unable to accept any entry of foreign troops in the
State or in any other part of India. In view of the provision Bade by
the resolutions of August 1%# taKA January 1949, there is no occasion for
the use of foreign troops or of special local levies recruited by any
outside agency. Nor, in view of the detailed provisions contained in the
resolution of January 1949 to ensure a fair and impartial plebiscite, can
we accept any supersession of the lawful sjevernroent of the State or any
interference with its noraal functions.

"45. While wy fjovernn-ent stands by all its ccsrsaitments, It insists
that all the ecnasdtfflents made to India contained in the resolutions of
the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan and the connected
assurances must also be honoured. The present draft resolution unsettles
what has already been settled, and* if passed, would amount to a repudia-
tion by the Security Council of the United Nation* Cotnmission's decisions
previously made with the asree&ent of the parties, and of the Cotonisslon' s
assurances given to India*"

Sir Zafrullah Khan, speaking for Pakistan against the broad provisions of

the original draft resolution, spoke in part to the Security Council as follows:

(Security Council Official Becords, 535th tseetlag, paras. 44 and 45)

"44. The draft resolution now before the Council should therefore be
modified in the sense that I have indicated. There are some clauses in
that draft resolution which should be omitted and there are others which
need to be amended. For example, sub-paragraph 4 (ill) relates to the
possibility of boundary adjustments, which In fact would naean a partial
partition of the State. This sub-paranrraph is in contravention of the
internal agreements embodied la the resolutions of Auĵ ist 1948 and
January 1949» and should be omitted. This is swethlng which has not
been asked for either by India or by Pakistan, neither has either of the
two Bain political parties in Kashmir, the National Conference and the
Kuslixt Conference, asked for anything of the kind, In fact, all parties
are opposed to this suggestion

"45. I need not at this stage go into further details on the draft
resolution, but I shall do so if the necessity should arise. At the
present ssonant we are* as I conceive, occupied with the main question



of nrir-oiple, which is that the twc resolutions of Aupust 19^8 and
.'ftviiftr>* 1%9 have been accepted and ; oaf firmed by both saldes and the
^•ffefPcf the Security Council must br directed toward the iwplemsnta-
t jon of those two resolutions. The whole object of thoae two resolu-
tion n Is to F*JV@ forward towards, arid to orpanteft and hold, a free and
impartial plebiscite, and it is that object which w-ust be kept in view
all the time. F.very step that Is necessary wvat be taken towards the
aehieveTcant of that objective, and no step B.ust in the slightest decree
take away frou: the freedom and impartiality of the plebiscite."

ir> explaining the reasons for elirdnatinf the provisions of the broad reference

•CraTr-e, ore cf the drafters cf both the original draft and the revised resolution,

r'-lr Gladwyn Jebb, en behalf of the United KinRd«ar,» spoke on this point to the

Cowcil as follows* (Security Council Official Records., 537th meeting,

rvftvas. Qj K', 11 and part of 12)

1!°. If Berbers of the Council will now compare the modified draft resolu-
tion with th» original draft j'eeolwtion I shall try to explain the
oors aide rat ions which the co-sponsors had in wind in nakirif? the various
changes. First of all, JJR the second paragraph of the preamble it will be
seen that ve have OEdtted reference to the Security Council resolution of
^4 larch F?50 (S/1A61). It will be resaRbered that both parties in their
statements insisted that the Council should follow as closely as possible the
two agreed Commission resolutions and that, in particular, the representative
of India objected to the provision contained in the original Joint draft
resolution for demilitarisation tc be oarried out on the basis of Sir Owen
Dixon's proposals which, in certain respects, wont beyond the desilitariaation
plan contained in the two agi-e*<! resolutions.. W« ha-?e, therefore, tried to
feeet the views of the two parties by concentrating in our araended draft
resolution on ways of «dvin# effect to those two earlier agreed resolutions.
That is the only reason for the cmdssion that I have Just ewnticned.

M"10. The next a»»n<teent ie ia operative paragraph 3. t'here again our
object has been to we«t the objections raised by both parties to the
inclusion of provisions which go beyond the two Commission resolutions.
We have been £clad to meet Sir Bene^al E»u»s point that demilitarization
naiat be in accordance witti th« agreed plan and not in accordance with
subsequent modifications of it. I think, however, that it is only ri^ht
for *,e to explain to the Council that our amendment here in no way i3s?>lie
that K:y Govermpent, at any rate, 4is%frees witii the deifilitariaation
proposals put forward by Sir Owen Di^con.... The point I wish to
eraphasise is that the form of demilitarisation referred to in the amended
paifarraph 3 is precisely that which 'SSB understand the Gov»rnB«nt of
India ^iesirea to see put into Affect.
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"11. It will also be noticed that we have omitted the aub-paragraph J (ii)
of the original draft resolution. This again has been done because, in u
sense, it might be thought to have gone beyond the two agreed Cousission
resolutions. Since the task of preparing detailed plans for carrying out
the plebiscite is the responsibility of the Plebiscite Administrator, we
have, therefore thought It better to omit this provision froa the present
draft resolution.

"12. We have also omitted the whole of paragraph k "

'ambassador JSrnest Gross, of the United States, the co-sponsor of the proposed

resolution, spoke to the Council as follows: (Security Council Official

Records, 537th meeting, paras. 25-32)

"25. Jince then the Governments of both Pakistan and India have voiced
objections to the draft resolution as submitted. Bic Government of
Pakistan indicated, through its distinguished spokesman, that it would
prefer a resolution by which the Security Council would order the United
Nations representative to carry out the provisions of the resolutions
of the United Rations Conmiasion for India and Pakistan, which I have
mentioned; which would give the Council's representative the power to
reasove or disband all the Military forces, and to exercise effective
supervision over State authorities in assuring a fair and free plebiscites
and which would also give to the representative the power to arbitrate
all points of difference between the parties arising from implementation
of these two resolutions.

"26. On Its pert, the Government of India, through oir Benegal Hau,
declared that it was wholly unable to accept the draft resolution,
because it conceived the resolution, in many respects, to go beyond the
terms uf the 13 August 19̂ 8 and 5 January 19ty resolutions of the United
Rations CooBlssion. The representative of India particularly mentioned
the reference in the draft resolution to Sir Owen Dixon's demilitarization
proposals, and the possibility that United nations troops might be used
to facilitate demilitarisation and the holding of a plebiscite.

"27. In accordance with our concept that tike Joint draft resolution
submitted on 21 February last sight be improved by revision - as long
as the objective regained of providing Machinery to help the parties
advance toward a reasonable and aeitually acceptable solution of the
dispute - we have Joined with the United Kingdom in sponsoring revisions
of that draft resolution of 21 February. These revisions, as has been
so ably pointed out by Sir Gladvyn Jebb, take Into account objections
aade by both parties, the most important of these being the insistence
by the Governments of both India and Pakistan on holding firs to the
August 19MJ and January 19̂ 9 resolutions of the United Rations Comsdssion
for India and Pakistan. The revised text ia, IJR sty opinion, the ir-
reducible jslnifflum in this case If the Council is to provide machinery
vhich will In fact aid the parties to carry out their commitments, as
Metsbers of the United Rations, to settle their disputes by peaceful means
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"28. these aû adtsents have four principal effects, which I should like
now briefly to outline. In the first place, the United Nations representa-
tive would now be charged with the duty of effecting demilitarisation
of the State of Jajsawu and KashKir on the basis of the two United Katicne
Commission resolutions of 13 Auguet 194B and 5 January 1949. This does
not cteat) that we believe the United Rations representative should
disregard the efforts of eore than two ;'ears by General McHaughton
and by Sir Owen BLsou in attesting to carry out theee two resolutions.
This experience surely forres a part of ihe record of the Security Council and
neither can nor should be ignored.

P29. In this connexion, we believe that both parties should be led, by
virtue of their attitude as expressed here toward the two resolutions
of the United Nations Coaaaisaion, to give the United Nations representa-
tive their detailed plans for carrying out these resolutions. $e are
moat pleased to note the reaffinoation by the representative of India
of *iia Goveracwrt.»» firs; adherence to these two resolutions, and his
statement that they contain adequate provisions for & free and impartial
plebiscite under United Ration* auspices, we cannot, however, agree
with 31r Senegal Reu's emphasis that the Governaeiit of India cannot
make what he described as further 'concessions'. This is not a matter
of aaking concessions but of giving effect to a eoasaitaiant. The
responsibility of the Gevernoent of India and of the Government of
Pakistan, under their international comoitsaent in accepting these two
resolutions, ie to co-operate in settling the question of accession
to Indie, or Pakistan by a free and impartial plebiscite under United
Nations auspices. The United nations Coisoissloa's resolutions provide
:aerely a fraaework. which reoalns to be filled In; these resolutions
do not set forth a complete plan for accoaplisaiag demilitarization
and a plebiscite. The parties will have to develop and consider
with the United Rations representative the details which fill out
the framework in i&pleoenting their comoitaent - details over which
the Oovemasents oi' India and Pakistan have unhappily disagreed for etore than tvo
years. ¥e feel that neither party can stop short, aerely reaffirm the
two resolutions of August 19̂ 8 and January 1S&9, and e&y that It cannot

further 'concessions', thereby blocking further progress.

"30. "The partie*, aoreover, are coEBBitted to perait the people of
Kosiuair to decide the question of accession of the State of Jaozou ana
Kashwir to India or to Pakistan. That croffiaitment is not, as the
distinguished representative of India has said, and I quote the words
he used in the Security Council, 'to give the people the right to decide
whether they would remain in India or not'. To phrase the plebiscite
question in this foru would be to disregard the binding agreement
accepted by both parties. Ihe Security Council has froo the beginning
held that the issue of accession is one which is to be settled by a
fair and impartial plebiscite under United Nations auspices, and both
parties, in the laugunge of their own couaaitaenta, have accepted this
view. I aa confident, therefore, that Sir Beneg&l ftou did not have and
did not intend to suggest a contrary interpretation.
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"Jl. I emphasise this, now, to make clear the position of the United
,>tates Government in this vital matter. It IB a position which rests
upon the belief that the moat fruitful approach which the Security
Council can take at this stage is to provide the parties with machinery
for the solution of this dispute.

"32,. The second of the four principal effects of the aaendaents is
the complete elimination of paragraph k of the original draft. This
change results from the thesis that the August 19̂ 8 and January 15̂ 9
resolutions should be set forth clearly as the basic upon which the
United Rations representative la to effect demilitarisation. "Bus
suggestions offered in paragraph k of the original draft were intended
merely to provide helpful guide-poets to the Halted Nations Representa-
tive in his effort* to work out a reasonable and mutually satisfactory
solution of the Kashmir dispute. Hovevvr, in view of the objections
of both parties to these provisions, they have been deleted fro* the
text."

After the discussion by the representativea of the two Governments, the

paragraphs, providing a broad reference frane, were eliminated. The revised

resolution of 21 March 1931 contained the following provisions pertinent to

the rrame of reference: (3, £017/ftev.l)

"The Security Council,

"Having received and noted the report of £1? Owen Dixon, the
United Nations Representative for India and Pakistan (0/1791,
J,1791/Add.l), on bis mission initiated by the Security Council
Resolution of iH March 1950 (3/1M&),

"1. Accepts, in coaplianee with his request. Sir Owen Jixon's
resignation and expresses its gratitude to 31r Owen for the great
ability and devotion with which he carried oat his mission;

"2. Decides to appoint a United Nations Representative for India
and Pakistan in succession to Sir Owen Dixon;

"$. Instructs the United Nations Representative to proceed to the
sub-continent and, after consultation with the Governments of India
and Pakistan, to effect the demilitarisation of the citate of Jamnu
and Kashmir OB the basis of the United nations Comiaeion for India
and Pakistan resolutions of 13 August 19*8 and 5 January 19%9;

%. Calls upon the parties to co-operate vita title United Nations
Representative to the fullest degree in effecting the demilitariza-
tion of the State of Jaawu end Kashmir;
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"5. Instructs the United ?&tians Representative to report to the
.jfccurity Council within throe months fros the date of his arrival on
the sub-continent; if, ut the tlfiws of this report, he has not
effected demilitarization in accordance with paragraph 3 above, or
obtained the agreement of the parties to a plan for effecting such
('ittcailitariaation, the United Nations Representative shall report to
the Security Council those points of difference between the parties
in regard, to the interpretation and execution of the agrees resolu-
tions of 13 August 19̂ 8 a&d 5 January 19̂  which he considers must
be resolved to enable such demilitarisation to be carried out;

Annex 5

The original twelve proposals of the present UN Representative, as

to the two Governments on 7 September 1951, read as follows:

(j,2375, Annex 2);

"The Governments of India ana Pakistan

''1. Reaffirm their determination not to resort to force and to adhere
to peaceful procedures and specifically pledge themselves that they
will not comit aggression or make war, the one against the other, with
regard to the question of Jaiaau and Kashmir;

"2. Agree that each Governaeat, on its part, will instruct its official
spokesmen and will urge all its citizens , organ! eat ions, publications and
radio stations not to make warlike statements or statements calculated
to incite the people of either nation to make war against the other with
regard to the question of Jaaaau and Kaahwir;

"3. Reaffirm their will to observe the ceas«~fire effective from
1 January 19̂ 9 and the Karachi Agreement of 27

"1*. Reaffirm their acceptance of the principle that the question of the
accession of the State of JanBsu er«i Kashmir to India or Pakistan will be
decided through the democratic nethod of & free and impartial plebiscite
under the auspices of the United Nations;

"5. Agree that, subject to the provisions of paragraph 11 below, the
demilitarisation of the State of Jamrai and Kashmir contempO-ateti in the
UUCIP resolutions of 13 August 19̂ 3 and 5 January 19̂ 9 »hall be effected
in a single, continuous process;

"6. Agree that this process of demilitarization shall be cospletod
during a period of ninety clays, unless another period is decided upon by
the representatives of the Indian and Pakistan Oovernmente referred to
in paragraph 9 belovj
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"T- Agree that the demilitarization shall be carried out in »uch a
that at the and of the period referred to in paragraph 6 above tlie
situation will tws:

(a) On the Pakistan aide or the cease-fire line:

(I) The tribesmen and Pakistan nationals not normally resident
therein who had entered the State for the purpose of fighting
will have been withdrawn;

(II) ;Phe Pakistan troops will have been withdrawn from the State; ana

(ill) Large-scale disbandment aad disarmament of the Azad Kashmir
forces will have taken place.

(bj On the Indian side of the cease-fire line:

(I) The bulk of the Indian forces in the State will have been
withdrawn;

(II) Further withdrawals or reductions, as the case nay be, of the
Indian and State armed forces regaining In the atate after the
completion of the operation referred to in sub-paragraph (b) (i)
above vill have been carried out,

so that at the end of the period referred to in paragraph 6 above there
vill remain on the present Pakistan side of the cease-fire line a force
of ... civil armed forces and on the Indian side of the cease-fire line
a farce of ... ; (it ie requested that the blank spaces be filled in by
your Government.)

"8. Agree that the denrtlitwriaation shall b« carried out in euch & way
aa to involve no threat to the cease-fire agreement either during or after
the period referred to in paragraph 6 above;

"9' Agree that representatives of the Indian and Pakistan Governments,
assisted by their military advisers, will meet, under the auspices of
the United Rations, to draw up a ;rograme of demilitarisation in
accordance with the previsions of paragraphs 5* 6, 7 and 8 above:

"10. Agree that the Government of India shall cause the Plebiscite Adminis-
trator to be formally appointed to office not later than the final day of
the demilitarization period referred to in paragraph 6 above;

"11. Agree that the completion of the prografflae of demilitarisation,
referred to in paragraph 9 above vill be without prejudice to the
functions and responsibilities of the United nations Representative and
the Plebiscite Adeinlstrator with regard to the final disposal of
forces as set forth la sub-paragraphs k (a) and (b) of the 5 January
resolution;
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"Hi. Agree that any differences regarding the programme of de~
lidlitaristttiou contesurlated In paragraph 9 above will be referred
to the Military Adviser of the United Nations Representative, ami,
if cJlsttftreement continues, to the United Ilatlona Representative,
whose decision shall be final."

Awngxjj

The coffiHttaique dated £k August 1953 » following the susanit conference at

-; ri£ie Ministers of Jfsdla suad Pakistan, insofar as it related to Kashmir* reads

follows •

Ministers of Pakistan and India held several meetings
on August 17 „ 18 s 19 and 20 in Hew Oelhi. These talks were in
continuation of the talks they had had in Karachi three weeks
earlier. Kashmir and other problems outstanding between the
tvo countries were discussed full;/ and frankly* Both Price Ministers
were actuated by the firm, resolve to settle these problems as early
as possible, peacefully ami cooperatively to the ssutal advantage
of both countries.

" The Kashmir dispute was especially discussed at some length. It
was their firm opinion that this should be settled in accordance
with the vishsa of the people of that state ttith a view to promot-
ing; their vell-«»ing and causing least disturbance to life of the
,-oople of the state The taoet feasible stethod of ascertaining the
wishes of the people was by a fair and impartial plebiscite. Such
a plebiscite had been proposed and agreed to some years ago.
Progress, however, could not be made because of the lack of
agreements in regard to certain preliminary issues.

" The Prime Ministers agree that these preliminary issues should be
considered by them directly, in order to arrive at agreements in
regard to them. These agreements would have to be given effect
to and the next step would be the appointment of a plebiscite
administrator .

" In order to fix some kind of provisional tiae table, it vas
decided that the plebiscite administrator should be ̂ pointed
by the end of April, 195̂ . Previous to that date, preliminary
issues referred to above should be decided and action in the
implementation thereof should be taken. With this purpose in view,
coBBittees of railitary and other experts should be appointed
to advise -fee Prime Ministers. Jn the plebiscite administrator ' s
forml appointment and induction into office by the Jerauu and
.'-.ashmlr Ctoveranient, he will examine the situation and report
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upon it. lie will then, make such projiosals as he thinks proper
for preparations to be ;uade for the holding oi1 a. fair and
impartial plebiscite in the entire state, and take such other
steps as ffi«y be considered necessary.

"jjfracuee

"The Prime Ministers considered the evacuee property issue and were
glad to find that as & result of discussions between the representa-
tives of the two Governments at Karachi, considerable progress lad
been made. Certain data were now being collected to enable fined
decisions to be taken. It was hoped that the meeting of the
representatives of the two Governments vould be held within a
month for further consideration of these problems.

"At their meeting in Karachi, the Prime Ministers had agreed that
Cooch-Behar enclaves in siast Bengal should be exchanged with
Jast Bengal enclaves in Cooeh-Behar. It was accordingly decided
that a conference should be held in Calcutta as soon as possible
to work out the necessary details. The conference should also
consider travel and trade facilities and other issues especially
relating to Bast Pakistan, Vest Bengal and Assam.

"IMs conference should be attended by the representatives of
Bast Pakistan, Vest Bengal t Assam and the two Central Governments.

"Hhe Priofi Ministers are happy to record this large measure of
agreement on vital matters affecting their two countries and they
trust and believe that further success will attend their efforts
so that all problems which have unfortunately come in the way of

."*-u >
there is an atmosphere of peace and cooperation between the two
countries. This has, therefore, to be actively encouraged.

"The Prime Ministers deprecate any propaganda or attacks on one
country by the other in the press, by radio or by speeches and
statements made by responsible men and women of either country.
They trust therefore that all organs and responsible leaders of
public opinion will direct themselves to this great task of
promoting goodwill between the two countries and thus help in
solving all problems and disputes that might exist between them.

"The Prime Ministers attack greatest importance to this friendly
approach and to the avoidance of words and actions which promote
discord between the two countries. The Prime Ministers intend to
keep in close touch with each other so as to expedite progress
in the directions indicated above."
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The substantive port or this report or II. K. Ambassador Jarring, former

1 resioent of the Security Council, on his aission to Kashmir, includes the following

statement: (̂ ,.̂ 821, paras, 8 - 12)

"0. During the last debate in the Security Council, the repre-
sentative oi' Pakistan had stated that hia country recognized,
»ne international obligations with regard to the State of Jassmu
and Kashmir, except those she had voluntarily accepted . . .
in the resolutions of the United Stations Commission for India
and Pakistan dated 13 August 19̂ 8 and 5 January 19*9' (A PV 761,
para. 115 1) For hie part* the representative of India declared
these two resolutions were the only ones which bound hie
Government (3/PV.T63, para. 77)

"9. In view of these declarations I felt it appropriate to
explore what was impeding the full impleaentation of these
resolutions. My efforts were, therefore, from the beginning
directed towards the finding of a solution for the problems
that had arisen in connexion with these two resolutions.

"10. Th» resolution of 5 January 19*9 ,£3/1196, para. 1J/
envisages the holding of a free and inpartial plebiscite to
decide on the question of the accession of the State of Jaomu
and Kashmir to India or Pakistan. On exploring this question
of a plebiscite I was aware of the grave problems that night
arise in connexion with and as a result of a plebiscite.

"11. I therefore felt it incumbent on oe to devise ways and
aeans by which these difficulties could be met or at least be
substantially mitigated.

"12. Consequently, I made a number of suggestions to this
end to both Governments which, for different reasons, however,
did not prove to be Mutually acceptable."

Paragraphs 13 - 19 of Mr. Jarring1 s report are already quoted in the suamary
f

report, Paragons 20-22 are (gctoted here as follows:

"20. In dealing with the problem under discussion as extensively
as I have during the period just ended, I could not fail to
take note of the concern expressed in connexion with the
changing political, economic and strategic factors surrounding
the whole of the Kashmir question, together with the changing
pattern of power relations in west and South Asia.
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"21. The Council will, furthermore, Ue avmre of the fact
that the implementation of international agreements of an
od hoc character, which has not been achieved fairly speedily,
nay betscsae progressively aore difficult because the situation
with vhich they vere to cope has tended to change.

"22. tfhile I feel unable to report to the Council way concrete
proposals which, in ay opinion, at this tlae are likely to
contribute toward* & settlement of the dispute, as I was
requested to do under the terms of reference of the Council's
resolution of 21 February 1957 4&/5T93), «y examination of
the situation as it obtains at present would indicate that,
despite the present deadlock, both parties are still desirous
of finding a solution to the problem. In this connexion the
Council say wish to take note of expressions of sincere
willingness to co-operate with the United Nations in the
finding of a peaceful solution which I received frost both
Governments."

Annex 3

In my sixth report the respective positions of the two Governments on the

five recoBBnendations are contained in paragraphs 21 - 33 which read as follows:

(3/395*0:

It21. The Government of Pakistan agreed to these reecnaend-
atioas in principle. They informed me that they ware willing
to aake a renewed declaration as suggested toy me and that they
vere prepared to reaffirm that they would respect the in-
tegrity of the eeaee-fir*
n22. They informed as further that they vere prepared to
withdraw the Pakistan troops from the State of Jaaosu and
Kashmir siaultaneouaiy with the withdrawal of the balk
of the Indian forces from the State in stages to be
agreed upon with the Coandssion, as provided in part II
of the 13 August 19*t8 resolution.

"25. They also agreed with my recocBuendation that a
prompt study be undertaken under ssy auspices of how the
territory evacuated by the Pakistan troops could, pending
a final solution, be administered by the local authorities
in accordance vith the provisions of the resolution*
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"2k. The Goveraaent of Pakistan also informed iae that they
were agreeable to ioy recommendation to consider the possibility
of the stationing of a United Nation* force on the Pakistan
side of the Pakistan and Jaaau and Kashmir border, following
the withdrawal of the Pakistan way from the State.

"25. In the matter of the interpretation that should be
placed on part III of the 13 August resolution and those
parts of the 5 January 19ty? resolution which provide for a
plebiscite, the Gavernaeat of Pakistan indicated that they
were prepared to abide by the terms of the Prioe Ministers'
cosaunique of August

"26. Finally, the Government of Pakistan agreed to ay
proposal of a conference at the Prise Ministers' level, or
any reasonable variation thereof, to be held under ay auspices,
adding that they would hope that this conference be held as soon as
possible.

"27. Ihe Government of India declared tbeswelves unable to
agree to ay receottendationa. They based their position
on the ground that my reeenaendations were made without
regard to the failure to iapleoent the Security Council
resolution of 17 January 1S&8 and clauses 8 and j£ of part I
of the resolution of 13 August igk& of the United Nations
Coradsaioxt for India and Pakistan, for which they held
Pakistan responsible. In their view, the sole onus of
performance was on Pakistan and the United Nations, which
both had the responsibility and the capacity for taking steps
toward a peaceful approach to the situation and for aaking
a contribution to resolving the difficulties between India
and Pakistan.

"28. while, therefore, the inability of India to accept
ay rccoaBendatione primarily followed from their contention
that Bjy approach was not feasible, since, in their view,
it tended to bypass the ia$len«ntation of what they con-
sidered to be the prellainary question, they also informed
aa that they did net look with favour on the substance of
toy recoentendations.

"29. Thus, they felt that a new declaration regarding a
peaceful ataoaphere and the cease-fire line might denote
a displacement of the previous engagements. They further
contended that such a declaration would imply that Pakistan
had not violated their previous engagements and that the
consequences of team would thereby stand condoned.
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"30. The Government of India could also not see their way
to accept the study I had recommended in my third recommenda-
tion, as they felt that it would tend to by-pass and evade
what they considered to be the main issue, namely, the
illegal occupation of India Union territory by Pakistan. In
their view, that territory was an integral and inseparable
oart of thp Union of India and the recommendation was based
on a misconception that Jaramu and Kashmir were .? no man's
land. Further, thp study, in their view, would not be relevant,
since, according to the resolution ol thr- Commission and
the assurances piven on behalf of the Security Council to thr
Government of India, they alone, with the United Nations,
were concerned in this matter and Pakistan would not seem
to hare any place whatsoever in thesp arrangements.

"31. Vith repard to the recommendation on the stationing
of a United Nations force on tY° Pakistan sidp or the
t-iki-tan :ind Jatnnrn and Kashmir border, thf- Government of
India were takinp copnizance of a concern of the United
"^tions K'^prrr.entatiYP in thi? matter which they understood
to be conditioned by thf- previous conduct of Pakistan.

Following is the Joint communique issued at the conclusion of the Talbot-Jackson

efforts, dated 16 May 1963:

"On November 29, 1962, the President of Pakistan and the
Prime Minister of India issued a joint statement callinp for
renewed efforts to resolve outstanding difference? between thcir
countries on Kashmir and other related matters so to enable
India and Pakistan to live side by side in peace and friendship.
In their statement the President of Pakistan and the Prime Minister
of India apreed that discussions should be held at an early date
initially at ministerial level with the object of reschinp an
-.onourable 3nd equitable settlempnt.

"In nursuancp of this decision, Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Pakistan's
Minister for External Affairs, and Fardar Swaran Finph, India's
Minister ror Railway, held a number of mpptinps spread over ^ix
sessions between Dpcembpr 26, 1̂ 62 and May 16, 1°63.

"These meetinps were h^ld at Rawalpindi, NPV Delhi, Calcutta
and Karachi find wer° frank and cordial throughout. At the pnd of th-
last meetinp which concluded today the two Ministers recorded with
regret thet no aprpempnt could be reached on thp settlement of thp
Kashmir dispute,"

Annex 10

The Honorable Averell Harriman, experiencpd diolomat and trouble-shooter for

several /re clients of tht United r.tati>s, was a.Tk»'d to try his hand on the Kashmir nasp,

iVJ'twr H dcvotc.1 eii'ort, iie rRportcd that, in e fec-t, ne was unable to h'-'l;; thp :.virtipr- to

.-in ,-irrer.nir-ni. Thi •- '-.imnle statpmrnt Constitutes Annex 10 of this rnoort.
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Annex IT.

absolutions of the Security Council Regarding the
Cease— fire. the Withdrawal of Forces and

tioa of the Political Probleg.a Underlying the

Resolutions S/KFS/209, 4 September 196$ j S/feFS/210, 6 September 396?;

r/UKS/211, 20 September 19»5j S/EE8/2U, 2? September 1965 and 3/KE3/2L5,

5 November 19&5 are part of the recent proceedings of the Security Council,

and consequently fresh in the Kinds of the Members (and are not out ot print),

I herewith aljaply siake note of these appropriate references as Annex TO.

The

Though not a part of the preoaedicgs of the United Hat ions, the

agreement reached at Tashkent through the effective mediatory efforts of

H. !' . A. N. Kesygic, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.3.E .,

is related to the withdrawal of forces ordered by the UN Security Council

and to the development of a i&ore favorable atmosphere in their international

relations in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. The text

of this cotifflunique is printed herewith for pertinent and ready reference:

Declr Taent

"Tashkent, U.S.3.B., Jan. 10 1966 (Reuters) - Following is the
text of the ladiaa-Paki atani Declaration of Tashkent on the withdrawal of
troops, a« dtetributed by Taes, tk* Pcnriet preas agencyt

"The Prin» Minister of India and the President of Î akistan, having met
at Tashkent and having discussed the existing relationship between
India and Pakistan, hereby declare their fira resolve to restore normal and peace-
ful relations between their oountnea and to promote understanding and
friendly relations between tbeir peoples. They consider the attain-
ment of these objectives of vital importance for the welfare of the
600 nillion people of India and Pakistan.

"The Priisse Minister of India and the President of Pakistan agree
that both sides will ejwrt all efforts to create good-neighborly
relations between India and Pakistan in accordance with the United
Nations ' Charter .
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" They reaffirm their obligation under the Charter not to have
recourse to force and to settle their disputes through peaceful
weans. They considered that the interest3 of peace in their region
and particularly in the Indian-tfekistac subcontinent, and, indeed
the interests of the peoples of India and Pakistan, were not served
by the continuance of tension between the two countries.

" It was against this background that /the state of7 Jaasnu and
Kaahwdr was disucssed, and each of the sides set forth its
respective position.

" The Prit&e Minister of India and the President of Pakistan have
agreed that all anaed personnel of the two countries shall be
withdraw not later than Feb. 2* 1966, to the positions they held
prior to Aug. 5* 1965, and both sides shall observe the cease-
fire terms on the cease-fire line.

India and the President of
•' The Prime Minister of/Pakistan have agreed that relations between
India and Pakistan shall b* based on the principle of non-interference
in the internal affaire of each other.

" The Prims Minister of India and the President of Pakiet&n hare
agreed that both sides will discourage soy propaganda directed
against the other country and will encourage propaganda which
promotes the development of friendly relations between the two
countries.

" The Prime Minister of India and the President of Pakistan have
agreed that the High Couasissioner of India to Pakistan and the
High Cowdssioner of Pakistan to India win return to their posts
and that the nor&al functioning of diplomatic missions fef both
countries will be restored. Both Governasnta shall observe the
Vienna Convention of 1961 en diplomatic intercourse.

" The Prliae Minister of India and the President of Pakistan
have agreed to consider roeaaures toward the restoration of
economic and trade relations, coBUHunieatione as well as cultural
exchanges between India and Pakistan and to take measures to
iajpleaent the existing agreements between India and Pakistan.
11 The Priffle Minister of India and the President of Pakistan have
agreed that they will give instructions to their respective
authorities to carry out the repatriation of prisoners of war.

" The Prime Minister of India and the President of Pakistan
have agfoed that the sides will continue the discussion of
questions relating to the problems of refugees and evictions
of illegal iaadgraats.
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" They also agreed that both aides will create conditions which will
prevent the exodus of people. They farther agreed to discuss the return
bf property and assets taken orer by Cither aide in connection with th»
conflict.

l! The Pria» Miniater of India and the President of Pakistan hav« agreed
that the aides vill continue sjeetinga both at the higheat and at other
levels on matters of direct concern to both countries. Both aidea hare
recognised the aaed to Mt up joint Indian-Pakistani bodice which will
report to their GovernMnta in order to decide what farther steps
should be taken.

" The Prime Mini 0tor of India and the President of Pakistan record
their feelings <*f *«•? appreciation and gratitude to the leaders of
the Soviet Onion, the Soviet Government and personally to the chairman
of the Council of Ktaistera of the USSR for their oo&atn&tive,
friendly and noble part izi bringing about the pvtaent Beating which has resulted
in mutually aatiafaotory reaulta.

" They alto express to the Qmrenaent and friendly people of Uabekistan
their siaeore gratitude for their overufwlRing reception end generous
hospitality.

" They invite th« chainum of the Cotmell of Ittnisters of the DS3R
to witness this dealerstioa.

" THE PRIHE KIHISTEH, OF ISDIA, LAI. BABAD8R SHASTM.

" PHE51DKMT OP PAKISTAN, lOUHH&fi AHJB XRAR."

Following is the tact of the Joint eojaunique issued in liawslpindi at the eon-

elusion of the twdkUqr lado-Paklstan }£Lnist«rial Meetingt

The MinirUtrial Meeting between India and Pakistan was held
at tfawalpiadi on 1st and 2nd March to discuss smtters of direct
concern to the two countries in further iafdeMentfttioa of the
Tashkent declaration. The Indian Delegation consisted ofi Sardar Ssrwen
Singh, Minister for £xternal Affairs} Mr. Senjiv* Seddy, Minister for
Transport, Aviation, Shipping and Tewris*; and Mr. Marmbhai Shuh,
Minister for Conwree and thair advisers.

the Pakistan Delegation consiatcr of i »r. Sulfikar Ali EEhutto,
Minister for Foreign Affairs) Mr. G. Feruque, Minister for CooRereej
Khan A. Sobur, Minister for OosMmUoations and their advisers.

Two sides proposed for discussion and settleatent of
subjects to which fcey attach high priority in tba interest



of peaceful and good neighbourly relations between India and
Pakistan. Th* Pakistan aide pointed out the special importance
of reaching a settlement on the Jammu and Kashmir dispute. Both
sides apreed that all disputes between India and Pakistan should
be resolved to promote and strengthen peace between the two
countries.

Considerable progress was made in elanfying the issues
involved. Talks, which were of an exploratory nature, led
to useful exchange of views. Both sides agreed to raeet at a
later date.

This supplementary report and 12, Annexes ezaphasiee (1) the binding

obligations of the two agreed UJfCIP resolutions of 13 August 1943 and

5 January 1949 as Ufi-aponsorsd interactional obligations of India and

Pakistan; and (2) the values of the 12 inter-dependent proposals of the

present UN Hepreaentative. Upon these 12 proposals India and Pakietan have

spent the cost time in negotiations, and reached tentative agreements on

3 of the 12 proposals as reasonable reconciliations of differences over

the terns of their own agreement and as the basis for further negotiations

for the settlement of the Kashmir dispute with its deep and vide rneaniag

for peace on the subcontinent and the well-being and hopes of the people

in a time of hazard and hope for people everywhere.


